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Always Strive Upward
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ADMINISTRATION IS
UPHELD BY CROWE
IN

WACKER MAKES PROFIT
GROWING STRAWBERRIES

FRANK HEATH, 35,
0F BIRMINGHAM
EXPIRES SATURDAY

Putting Him on the Right Road

EXPECT BIG THRONG
TO GREET BECKHAM
IN BENTON FRIDAY
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M. STARK,81, IS JAMES A. KALER
CALLED AT HARDIN EXPIRES THURSDAY
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(Carried

over from last week)
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Walker, of
Palma, were visitors in town
Friday.
Sheriff Harry A. Miller and Deputy Sheriff Lewis L1I17, of Benton, were in town Friday on business.
Mr. IT. H. Kunnecke spent a few
days last week in Chicago on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Dees and
.little son, of Paducah, spent a few
days last week with Mr. Dees
mother, Mrs. Arvella Dees.
Miss Mayrne
Edwards, of
Smithiand, spent Thursday afternoon with Miss Mayme Nash.
4
Mrs. ?dattie Stlnman, of Evansville, Ind., is the guest of her sister and son, Mrs. Dave Davis and
George Cochran.
Ray Karnes, of Chicago, arrived Sunday to spend the week
Farmers interested in dairyil
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. will see the famous Gold Med
W. Karnes, also his brother, Jersey cow, Fairy Lad's Succces
Boyce Karnes. and Mrs. Karnes. when they attend the fourth an
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Littlejohn nual crops and soils field day h
and children, of Palma, were the the Kentucky Agricultural Ex
'Sunday guests of Mrs. Mattie periment Station farm at Lexinv
Duke and sister.
ton August 3-4.
Mrs. Rue H. Provine and chilIn a test recently complete(
dren, of Louisville are the guests this cow produced 718 pounds 0
of Mrs. Harry Hurley and Mr. butterfat and 14.208 pounds e
Hurley.
milk. She received only ordinar
Mrs. Mert Draffen and children home-grown feeds, such as grow
spent Monday the guests of Mr. on most Kentucky farms.
and Mrs. J. H. Draffen, of Haddox
The above picture shows Fair.
Ferry.
Lad's success at the end of he
Mrs. H. B. Holland, of Route I, record production. She has no
was a business visitor in town freshened again, and will be i
Monday morning.
the heighth of another produe
Mrs. Lena Halstead Daublin tion period when seen Augus
and children, of Dawson Springs, 3-4.
are the guests of Mrs. Daublin's
The Experiment Station has di
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hal- veloped one of the best Jerse
stead.
Misses Ethel and Arlie Powell,
of Benton, Ky., Route 6, were Shadwick and Mrs. Shadwick,.
visitors in town Friday afternoon Gilberteville road.
enroute to Eddyville to visit relProf. G. G. Wadlington spen
atives.
the week end in Dawson Spring
Miss Mildred Little spent a few the guest of his sister.
days last week in Benton the guest
Marvin Ruby is spending th
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Foust and week in Hurst, Ill., the guest 0
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Miller.
his aunt, Mrs. Grover Lindsey
C. L. Karr, of Paducah, was a and Mr. Lindsey.
business visitor in town Friday
Mr. and Mrs:Archie Odell wer
in Gilbertsville Sunday at th
afternoon.
Dr. R. E. Foust, Messrs. Geo. bedside of Mr. Odell's grandfati
Long, Bud Cornwell and J. Govie er, M. L Scott, who is serioual
Smith, of Benton, were in town ill. •
Friday enroute to Clear Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Tim
M. L. Shadwick, of Flint, Mich., mons, of Gilbertaville, were
Is the guest of his uncle, B. F. town Friday enroute to Benton.

What's Happened to Mo
SEVENTEEN MONTHS AGO, W. C. Mont,.,
of the state highway commission, was in favor

Reducin Motor Lk-ens
FIVE MONTHS AGO, Robert T. Crowe, of
nouncernent of his candidacy for governor, dec

Reducin Motor Licenst
TODAY, Mr. Crowe, sincere in his purpose
DUCING motor license fees.
TODAY, Mr. Montgomery, Rheal-roading on
route (Beckham,Bingham, Hamilton and Haly)
REDUCING motor license fees.
On January 19, 1926, Mr. Montgomery
agreed to support the proposal of representatives of the Motor Truck Club of Kentucky
for a reduction in automobile licenses. Minutes of the Motor Truck Club of Kentucky
record that such a reductio” was sanctioned
by Montgomery, then chairman of the Highway Commission. When Governor Fields reminded
Montgomery that he hac' approved
the plan of license fee reductions, and express(d
the opinion that the cut would not acl:ersely
affect the road bond Montgomery did not deny
it. But it happens that he approved such a
plan in the presence of such men as H. C.
Kelting, secretary of the Motor Truck Club;

C. Frank Dunn
bile Club; 1'. hi
Co Louisville;
ville Provision
Sistrunk and Co
of Calloway, Ki
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now declares he
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TWO MONTHS AND A HALF AGO, Mr. Montgon
highway commission, was in favor of CROWE FOR G
TODAY, Mr. Montgomery, having resigned as chain
riding on the back of Beckham and has
from Mr. Crowe.
commission, is

LOOK FOR THE SHEEP
1

For Sale By Leading erchants
Everywhere

HE SAYS he is now against reducing motor
HE SAYS he "resigned for business reason
HE SAYS he resigned to kecp out of politi
THREE MONTHS AGO,the Coeurier-Journal was he
invective upon the head of Mr, Montgomery.
0.‘
TODAY Mr. Montgomery has top of column position
Courier-Journal every morning and the brimstone of
encomiums of approbation wreathed in bouquets of Beck

NO WONDER the startled public asks
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Kentucky Has Noted Cow

No name assures quality
in petroleum products as
completely as"STANDARD"

STANDARD

It is under this familiar name
that our high-grade motor oils
are now sold. Look for the
"Standard" trademark—at our
service stations and dealers.

"STAN DARD"

Benton Wins From
LaCenter, 8-1; Sunday

MOTOR OIL

1927

Reducing Motor License Fees

,
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FIVE MONTHS AGO, Robert T. Crowe, of LaGrange, in his announcement of his candidacy for governor, declared he was in favor of

•

4

Reducing Motor License Fees
TODAY, Mr. Crowe, sincere in his purpose, is STILL FOR REDUCING motor license fees.
TODAY, Mr. Montgomery, Rheal-roading on the B., B., H. and H.
route (Beckham,Bingham, Hamilton and Haly) says he is AGAINST
REDUCING motor license fees.
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So Roomy • •
So Comfortable •
So Easy to Drive •
whereveryou go
Come to'our salesroom and see for yourself
how completely the Most Beautiful Chevrolet meets every touring need. Note the
ample room in each model for a capacity
load of passengers.Test the deep,restful seats
—pitched at the proper angle to encourage
relaxation. Note-the large, easy-regulating
plate glass windows and the patented Fisher
VV windshield. Then take the wheel of
your favorite model and go for a drive!
We have a car waiting for you. Come in
today—and drive it. By placing youe order
now, you will have your Chevrolet during
the finest part of the touring season.

—at these Low Prices
The COACH

'595

The Lends. $745
The Touring
or Rol...lager SS25
The Imperial
17140
Landau
$625
The Coupe
s-Ten Truck $PA
'The 4-Door
(Charm only)
$6401
Sedan
1-Ton Truck $49S
The Sport
t Chem.@ trimly)
VI 5
Cabriolet
All greicee f. o. h. Flint, Mich.
Check Chevrolet Delivered Prker
They include the lowest hendling and
financing .. lunges available.
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Jr., and grandson Walter Dycus
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J. E. McWaters and other relatives.
Mrs. Emma Dobbins, of Puryear, Tenn., is the guest of her
sister, Mrs. W. H. Chandler and
Mr. Chandler.
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children of Palma were the ISunday guests of Mrs. Luter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Story.
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Commissioner of Agriculture
Newt Bright has been a farmer all his life, actively engaged
in the business. He represented
the 21st district in the Kentucky
Senate for two terms. Sponsored
most of agricultural legislation
passed during his term and was
chairman of the commission of
Agriculture and the State Fair
three of the four sessions in the
senate.
Voted to established Veterans
Hospital at Dawson. for bill to
establish normal school in western Kentucky and for the western Kentucky agricultural experiment station.
Is from the second largest democratic district in the state.
Vote for Bright for competency
in office and strength to the
ticket.
(Political Advertisement)
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THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)

•

cut and bruised. The truck cab
was completely demolished and
several cases of eggs were brokand some chickens were lost.
en
(Carried over from last week)
E. Wyat and Lubie Davie
L.
C. A. Tam and Arthur McDaniel were painfully injured Friday were in Paducah Monday on busiwhen the truck in which they ness.
Mrs. Clarence Solomon and dau
were riding overturned and they
were pinned beneath egg cases ghter have returned to their home
and chicken coops. The steering at Paducah after spendiQg a few
gear locked and the truck which days with the formers 'smother
was heavily loaded turned over on Mrs J. A. Greenfield.
Mr. and Mrs. V.H. Mobley and
Mill St. at Paducah. Mr. McDaniel who was driving received children were the tunday guests
several scratches on the face of Mr. andMrs. E. P. Mobley of
and one arm was badly cut and Walnut Grove .
bruised. Mr. Ham's face was bad.-I Mr. and Mrs. Amos Penny and
ly cut and one leg was painfullly children spent the week end with

BRIENSBURC

• c'W

BUfin* K.
2
Wow on display
at
allBuick dealers

FRIDAY, JULY 29, 1927.

. COX—GARNER
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Mrs. J. W. Miller and Grant Evansville, Ind., are the
Fields
enterMrs.
J.
M.
usual
interest to the many friends
Mr. and
English who are employed at Pa- of Mrs. Taylor's parents, Mr. and
lawn
party
Monday
bride through out Martained
with
a
the
of
Holly.
L.
ducah, spent Sunday here with Mrs. M.
county,
was that of Miss
Akron,
night
honor
of
their
house
in
shall
of
Heath
Rosa
Rev.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Mr. Mayford GarDallas,
guests,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
A.
Ellis
and
Nettie
Cox
of
Heath
Earl
and
Ohio
English.
Texas are the guests of Mrs. of Sweet Water, Texas, music and ner, which was solemnized at
Mrs. Garland Johnson and son
Cincinnati, July 2nd. Mrs. GarHeath's sister, Mrs. John McDan- games were enjoyed by all.
for their home at Detroit after
A delicious ice course was serv- ner is the popular and attractive
and.family.
iel
are planning to leave Saturday
Mrs. J. A. Greenfield and chil- ed, those present were, Mr. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
spending a few weeks here with
dren were the punday guests of Mrs. Freeman Wyatt and two Cox, deceased and for a number
Mrs. Johnson'e brothers V. H. and relatives at Hardin.
daughters, Mrs. John Greenfield, „of years resided with her grandWillie Mobley.
Mrs. J. E. McWaters has re- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Egner ad son mother, Mrs. Jimmie Franklin
Miss Laverne Lents has return- turned home after spending the of Benton, Mr. and Mrs. Henry near Briensburg. She is a gradued to her home near Davis Chap- past week with relatives at Padu- Mc-Natt and grandson, Mr and ate of the Benton High School,
el after visiting her cousin, Miss cah.
Mrs. Geo. Wyatt, Mr. Edd Fields and has been residing in CincinMale Nell Franklin for several
Mr. and Mrs. Rip Fiser were of Birmingham, Misses Roma nati the past year where she
days.
Greenfield, Claudine McNatt.
holds a responsible position. Mr.
visitors in Paducah Monday.
Mrs. EMMA Dobbins of PurMessrs Hpy, Joe and Frank and Mrs. Garner will reside in
Mrs. Elsie Hawley and son
year, Tenn., arrived Saturday to Marcus and Mr. Will Story were Greenfield, Roily and Everett Fis- Cincinnati but will probably visit
visit her sister, Mrs. W. H. Chand- the Sunday guests of relatives er, L. E. Wyatt, Herbert Noles, relatives here during the sumler and Mr. Chandler on Route 9. near Hamlet.
James and William Fiser.
mer.
Gus Dycus, Jr., of Akron arrivMr. and Mrs. J. A. Ellis and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Garner have many
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Noles and
ed here Monday for an extended daughter, Miss Gertie were the and Mrs. J. M. Fields and sons friends who wish for them a long
visit with his grandmother, Mrs. week end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin, Robert and Joe.
and prosperous life.
J. E. McWaters and other rela- R. M. Chandler at Paducah.
tives.
David Collins is ill at his home
G. S. Washburn was in Padu- near Tatumaville of appendicitis).
cah Monday on business.
Hayes Dyke spent the week end
Committees Named
with friends at Paducah.
Mrs. Carl English and children
for Woman's Club
of Route 7, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Dyke and children, Mx. and Mrs.
The toslowing committees have
Richard English and children, been appointed to serve in the
Mr. and Mrs. Let Dyke and dau- Woman's Club for the years 1927
ghters of Route 9, were the Sun- and 1928.
day guests of Mrs. J. E. McWatProgram — Mrs. G. A, Thompers and Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Eng- son, Chairman, Joe T. Lovett,
lish.
Jamie Morgan' J. D. Peterson, E.
Mrs. Perry Karnes and daugh- L. Cooper.
ter Miss Joe Lee of Detroit, are
Mothers Department — Mrs. L.
visiting relatives in this county L. Washburn, Chairman, Harry
for a few weeks.
Jones, V. A. Stilley, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wilson,
Art and Garden — Mrs. A. A.
Misses Lona Chandler and Jose- Nelson, Chairman, W. L. Prince,
phine Wilson were visitors in Dwight Peel.
Benton and Hardin Sunday.
Legislative — Mrs. George
Everyone is cordially invited to Smith, Chairman, Rufus Wade, I I
attend the revival services which Ivory Adair.
II
will begin here at the Christian
Hostess — Mrs. Joe Ely, Chaira
church next Sunday. Rev. Jones man, B. L. Trevathan, Cliff Treas. a
a
Wingo will conduct the serFinance — Mrsd K. G. Dunn, a a
a
vices.
Chairman, H. H. Lovett, R. R. Mca
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Noles and Waters.
a
...
,
s
Miss Mary Joe Holly of Route 4,
Parliamentarian — Mrs. E. L.
were the Sunday guests of Mr. Cooper.
a
and Mrs. Grogan Noles and dauPublicity — Mrs. Hoy Hiett.
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Goldbloom

MURRAY, KY.
{
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT]
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

NOTICE
BEGINNING AUGUST 1ST, 1927, MY PRACTICE WILL BE
LIMITED TO THOSE WHO PAY. THIS DOES NOT
MEAN THAT YOU HAVE TO HAVE CASH WHEN THE
WORK IS DONE, BUT DOES MEAN THAT I CANNOT
CONTINUALLY FURNISH MEDICAL SERVICE TO THOSE
WHO LET THEIR ACCOUNTS DRAG ON AND NEVER
PAY. ALL OBSTETRICAL CASES WILL BE CASH. OLD
ACCOUNTS THAT RAVE IGNORED PREVIOUS NOTICES
ARE NOW BEING PLACED IN THE HANDS OF A COLLECTOR.

W. T. Little, M. D.

Enhancing
Beauty
Longer
Life

a

Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and properly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.
•

We Pay Return Parcel Post

t9iii-edvY3
10th and Broadway, PADUCAH,, KY.

DENHARDT OUT OF
GOVERNOR'S RACE
Says He Hasn't Finances to Compete With Two Other Candit's.,
dates on Dem. Ticket.
Louisville, Ky., July 22—Henry
H. Denhardt, Democratic candidate for gubernatorial nomination today withdrew from the
race.
"I will give the nominee of my
party the same active support
that I have always heretofore
given," he deolared in a statement.
"Inasmuch as I do not have at
my command the publicity and
sufficient financial backing necessary, I know that I cannot be
nominated and I therefore have
determined to withdraw from the
race and release my friends."
In a statement Mr. Denhardt
said:
"Of course, I will give the
nominees of my party the same
active support that I have always
heretofore given. I have the highest personal regard for both Mr.
Beckham and Mr. Crowe and I
shall cheerfully support either in
Deanocrata, Veto For
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IT'S A REAL FOOD
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Or ELKTON, FLENTAJCAT

FOR STATE AUDITOR

OP

CONCERNING THE GOVERNOR'S RACE

A Wasters Lestuaky Demeeret

Present Cleric of the Court of Appeals

W. W. ENGLISH, FORMER COUNTY ATTY.
TO THE DEMOCRATS OF MARSHALL COUNTY:
A statement bearing the signature of Robert 1'. Crowe,
ISSUES STATEMENT CONCERNING
Democratic candidate for governor, has been published and circuTHE
ENFORCEMENT OF THE DOG LAW
lated in this county, in which statement he says, "If I am elected
governor, I will reduce the tax rate on agricultural land 33 1-3 per
cent," and further, "I will reduce the license tax on automobiles in
Calvert City, Kentucky, June 16th, 1927
Marshall County 33 -13 per cent." He then points out how this
. In view of the many reports that have gained circulation repromised reduction of the tax rate will mean an annual saving of
$7,822.30 to the taxpayers of Marshall County, and then saps that garding the enforcement of what is known as the dog law during
he is for carrying out the present road program in its entirety in my tenure of office of County Attorney, I desire
to make the folMarshall County and that he does not favor free bridges. We have
lowing
statement
in
order
that
the
truth
may
be
known.
also seen similar circulars addressed to other counties in West
Kentucky.
During the first few months of my term of office many
"I"! "I WILL"! Shades of Proctor Knott and John complaints came to me
by persons who had paid their dog license
Young Brown! Does not this eminent gentleman who offers himself,
or rather is BEING OFFERED, for Governor, know that it is not against those who were not paying, and I received several letters
within the power of the Governor of Kentucky to reduce the tax from the state department of agriculture urging that I take some
rate on anything to any extent? Any schoolboy or schoolgirl who
has reached the eighth grade knows that it is wholly within the steps towards enforcing this law and calling to my attention the
power of the legislature to regulate the tax rate in this state, that provisions of the law as to my duty in the matter and insisting upsuch can be done, even over the veto of the governor, 14; that such on some action therein.
cannot be done by the governor without the approval
the legisAt the April 1922 term of the Marshall Circuit Court I
lature. Furthermore, it would be utterly impossible to carry out
the present road program in its entirety in this county, or in any spoke to Judge Joe L. Price about instructing the grand jury with
other county, as Mr. Crowe says he favors, and at the same time reference to the dog law and he suggested that I wait and take the
make the promised reduction of taxes, assuming that he could secure that reduction. But may we inquire, as we pass, what is the matter up with Judge Lovett and proceed in the lower Court as
road program in Marshall County?
these matters would unnecessarily burden the docket of the CirI
It is plain that the purpose of the above mentioned circu- cuit Court, inasmuch as there were so many
charges then pending
lar is to make the Democrats of Marshall County believe that their
only hope of having a system of state highways through this county against the violators of the liquor laws.
is to elect Mr. Crowe, and it is equally plain that another purpose
At his (Judge Price's) request I did not submit the matter
is to make the Democrats of this county believe that his leading
to the grand jury but at the close of the April term of Circuit
opponent, former Governor Beckham, is opposed to the present program of state highway construction and is in favor of free bridges. Court I then went to Judge Lovett and asked him to issue warThe inference that Mr. Beckham is against the present program .rants against these people and he suggested that I first advertise
of state highway construction and that he is in favor of free birdges
is utterly unfounded. None of the supporters of Mr. Crowe, not in the local paper my intention and give the people a chance to
even the distinguished letter-writing Governor of this state, has procure their license before taking any action. Believing his sugever pointed to a thing ever said or written by Mr. Beckham indi- gestion. to be a good one and not wanting to subject anyone to
cating in the least that his position was such In regard to roads
and bridges. Such statements as the one circulated is this county prosecution needless and believing it to be fair to advise the
are the emanations of dire necessity caused by the lack of an hon- public as to my intention I inserted an advertisement in the Triest issue against him, and, in our opinion, their publication and bune-Democrat for two consecutive weeks advising all parties who
circulation are paid for with jockey club money for the pernicious
purpose of misleading the votets on the popular question of road had not paid their dog license to come in and do so before the
construction and of diverting their minds from the real issue in the 1st of June, or they would be proceeded against by warrants.
present campaign. That issue is, "SHALL KENTUCKY, KENMany came in and paid and many did not. About the middle of
TUCKY INSTITUTIONS, AND KENTUCKY PEOPLE CONTINUE
TO BE MANACLED AND SHACKLED BY REASON OF ITS UN. June of that year I again went to Judge Lovett and asked ihim to
HOLY, IMMORAL AND INDEFENSIBLE PARTNERSHIP WITH sign warrants for those who had not paid. This he did. I then
LEGALIZED RACE-TRACK GAMBLING?"
warrants in the hands of the sheriff for execution
Mr. Beckham has clearly and forcibly stated his position placed these
on every issue of tile campaign and has repeated frequently, both and I then compromised several of these cases in the lower court
in speech and in the press, that he favors the repeal of the present before making any investigation as to the jurisdiction of the
obnoxious pari-mutuel law and the destruction of the nefarious
system resulting from it, and that he is heartily in favor of fulfill- Court in the matter. As was his duty to do under the law Judge
ing all road agreements and contracts heretofore made and of con- Lovett receipted for these fines. When the suit was brought to
tinuing in such agreements and contracts until there is a perfected stop the payment of these fines in the lower Court, Judge Lovett
and completed system of state highways throughout the length and
breadth of Kentucky. What more could he say? What more could and I both agreed that if they would come into the lower Court
be expected of him to do?
that Judge Lovett should set aside the judgments and remit the
Mr. Beckham's candidacy for Governor is the result of a
fines and costs. Their attorney, Mike Oliver refused to do this
wide-spread call upon him by the forward looking Democrats of the
state who have no ax to grind, who are neither holding nor seeking and Judge Lovett and I then filed demurrers to their petitions
a "job", who believe the the Democratic party needs him as it nomi- in the Circuit Court and before these demurrers were passed upon
nee, and the state as its Governor, and who know that if elected he
was reached whereby the parties should buy their
will,,as in the past, make a record of efficiency, economy and pro- an agreement
gress. We feel sure that, if elected, he will, in road construction and license and we should remit the fines and costs and thus the matin all 'other respects, reflect the wishes and meet the needs and ter ended.
demands of the people of Marshall County.

l

MARSHALL COUNTY BECKHAM-FOR-GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN
COMMITTEE
(This space Contributed
by Tribune-Democrat)

JOHN A. GOODMAN

••v:

(Signed) W. W. ENGLISH,
Former County Attorney, Marshall County.
Political Advt.

Wortley bed well qoalified to Nil
the realties.
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the final election.
"I wish to take this opport
to thank my friend i who ha
loyally supported me and •
press my sincere gratitude I
they have done for me. I e
happy to render to each of
the same devoted service
have given to me in this
other campaigns.
Respectfully,
(Signed)
"HENRY H. DENHA
SEVERAL GUESTS HEAR!
BY PROGRESS CLUB
An unusually Ilrge numb
guests were pressent at the
lar meeting of tla,e Progress
Friday at Pace Cafe.
They were; Mr. Learne.
Kansas City, a waterworks;
neer; Judge J. B. Wyat.'
Briensburg, Messrs. Porch
Rosson, of Baird Electric C.
water-Kent
radio
dealer
Nashville; Tom C. Fergerse
Paducah, representative
Liggett and Myer Tobacc
and Charles F. Creal. of Hod
'ilk, candidate for the I
c retie nomination for Aft
General.
Tullus Chambers was else
member of the club.

Utilities Beat Local
9 to 5 Here Sun
The Benton Independent
fell before the Kentucky Uti
of Paducah, here Sunday te,
score of 9 to 5. Torian wh
the mound for Bentton and
accorded poor support, 0:
calls showing a sharp rev
from the form they display
trimming LaCenter last week
Benton iallied during the
ter section of the game but
unable to overcome the vissi
long lead. Hiett hit a home
for the visitors in the third
Clay Darnall starred at the
for Benton with a double
triple out of four trips.
Score:Utilities
223 011
102 0'
Benton
Hiett and Hawes, Hodge.
Torian and Cole.
As many as 55o,iloo t.sei
conversations take place a d
the city of Portland. Ore.

RECKLESS
the past few months, we ha
DURING
tests to make sure that our enginee
whistle before our trains reached grad
tests.failed to develop a single instance i
not sounded.
•
The law requires us to blow
the whi
states—Mississippi is one of them — req
driver to stop before crossing a railroad
We are trying to obey the law, both b
13cause human and property safety reql
We are again appealing to public offi
itself to aid us in making the au toists mo
Just a few days ago, a man, driving
one of the streets in a town on our line,
train which was standing on the crossly,
fifty feet long and fourteen feet higll
dimensions of the counter attraction
If the raylroan ran their trains wiwithwhich automobiles are permitted
disasters would happen every day in the
Careless driving not only endangers
pants of the automobile, but it puts in
passengers who ride the trains, as well a
trol of them.

•

Reckless automobile driving i$ deer:
railroad service.
This is a situation that can be greatl
not have your assistance?
I. B. TIC

Gulf, Mobile &
Railroad Corn

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT,(Benton, Ky.)
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expressing the ministration. The Court has exstrained from
THE HAPPY FAMILY •
the final election.
What delightful congeniality eame view about the road pro- plicitly admonished the Commis"I wish to take this opportunity
must have distinguished the con- gramme only by reason of the sion that it may award contracts
to thank my friend i who have so
ferences of the State Highway fact that he is still on the Corn- between now and July 1 of next
loyally supported me and ici exCommission after Governor Fields nission.
year only to the extent of road
decided to nominate Robert T.
press my sincere gratitude for all
from
This is how matters stand
revenues accuring during the inSays He Hasn't Finances to Com- they have done for me. I will be West Kentucky Democrat's Can- Crowe as his successor. In the
an awkmidst of the first full construc- in administrative viewpoint. Po tervening period. It is
happy to render to eaeh of them
didate for Lieutenant
pete With Two Other Candiprimary
the
with
condition
ward
tion season of the Administra- 'ideally it is ne better. The new
the same devoted service they
Governor.
gave
-Journal
Courier
.tb•
dates on Dem. Ticket.
tion after the extinction of the chairman, out looking to the fu- so near. The
have given to me in this and
Garthe
what
of
1923
in
warning
road fund debt four Commission- ture instead uf the present, disother campaigns.
Desdoing.
was
Commission
ret
Hopof
Jr.,
James Breathitt,
ers at $20 a day and expenses overs that current revenues are
Respectfully,
Louisville, Ky., July 22—Henry
present
the
besetting
is
peration
unalready
Kentuckmet
with the Governor to discuss absorbed in projects
kinsville, the only West
H, Denhardt, Democratic candi- (Signed)
same tempH. DENHARDT." ain among the candidates for the he important question whether der contract. That dosen't inter- Commission with the
"HENRY
-Journal.
Courier
date for gubernatorial nominae
tations.—Th
they should take a hand in tife fere with promises, where promDemocratic nomination for Lieu- primary.
tion today withdrew from the
ises suffice; but promises are
SEVERAL GUESTS HEARD
was in Benton
Govenor,
tenant
Mr.
"No!"
The
chairman
said
race.
held below par in many sections
BY PROGRESS CLUB FRI.
Thursday in the interest of his Hanna is reputed to have con- of Kentucky where the market
VOTE FOIE
"I will give the nominee of my
saturathe
candidacy.
reached
Mr
view.
.
.his
Helburn,
in
curred
has
them
for
of
number
large
unusually
An
party the same active support
Mr. Breathitt is regarded by who is for Sampson, and Mr. tion point. Some communities can
the reguthat I have always heretofore guests were present at
as the strongest man in the Owen, who is for Crowe, support- be convinced of good faith only
many
Club
Progress
the
of
lar meeting
given," he deolared in a state- Friday at Pace Cafe.
is one of the most bril- ed the Governor. The chairman re- by seeing bids opened and conand
race,
Anderson County, for the
Kentucky.
impossiin
ment.
is
lawyers
That
young
awarded.
who
new
liant
chairman,
A
signed.
Democratic Nomination
tracts
They were; Mr. Learned, of
"Inasmuch as I do not have at Kansas City, a waterworks engi- He comes of a pioneer family of knows nothing about the road ble if the funds are all obligated.
for Commissioner of Agricvlmy command the publicity and neer; Judge J. B. Wyatt, of soldiers and statesmen, Promi- situation, but a great deal about
ture, Labor and Statistics
A temerity little short of consufficient financial backing nec- Briensburgt, Messrs. Porch and nent in Hopkinsville for a hun- politics, succeeded him and im- tempt for the Court of Appeals
A lifelong experleace so Fanner
essary, I know that I cannot be Rosson, of Baird Electric Co., At- dred years. He is the son of Judge mediately turned his attention to would be necessary for the Comand Live Stook Breeder, coupled
of
judge
Garrett
circuit
nominated and I therefore have water-Kent
the
emulate
former
Breathitt,
part
of the programme with missioners to
the
dealers of
radio
with odtication•I and buotrie••
determined to withdraw from the Nashville; Tom C. Fergerson, of the Third district and Attorney which he was better acquainted. Commission, which during the
training,. smalltime him to render
good service.
a
race and release my friends."
their
Meanwhile
candidate 19923 campaign tied up the road
Paducah, representative of the General of Kentucky. He is also
In a statement Mr. Denhardt Liggett and Myer Tobacco Co. grand nephew of Govenor John opened up to the voters the Utop- funds for almost this entire Adlieu- ian vista of maximum highway
said:
and Charles F. Creel, of Hodgens- Breathitt who was elected
"Of course, I will give the ville, candidate for the Demo- tenant govenor 100 years ago, and construction and reduced motor
nominees of my party the same cratic nomination for Attorney four years later was nominated by licenses. This was in itself by imactive support that I have always General.
the Democrats as their candidate plication a criticism of the preheretofore given. I have the highgovenor and elected.
for
sent Administration, since it was
a
elected
was
Tullus Chambers
est personal regard for both Mr. member of the club.
Despite the fact that he was a promise to accomplish the same
Beckham and Mr. Crowe and I
exempted from the draft in the results with less revenue. It enshall cheerfully support either in
World War, Mr. Breathitt volun- countered skepticism, so the GovUtilities Beat Locals teered for combat duty and served ernor undertook to explain. He
9 to 5 Here Sunday in the flying corps of the United said the deficit would be made up
Democrats, Vote For
States Navy.
by collecting from Kentucky auDo you catch your breath every time
Colof
Center
graduate
a
is
He
tomobile owners who now get
The Benton Independent team
you hear the fire whistle--because you are
fell before the Kentucky Utilities lege and is only thirty-seven years their licenses in other States, a
of Paducah, here Sunday by the of age, though regarded as one of statement which by a slight manot fully protected from loss in case of
score of 9 to 5. Torian was on the outstanding lawyers and ora- thematical calculation indicates
that the Governor's Tax Commisthe mound for Bentton and was tors of the state.
Let us show you how very little suffire?
sion
is
allowing
75,000
lomotorists
the
support,
poor
accorded
CARD OF THANKS
to escape the vigilance of its amcals showing a sharp reversal
ficient PROTECTION will cost you.
ple field force.
from the form they displayed in
May we take this method of exThe explanition was worse
trimming LaCenter last week.
Benton rallied during the lat- tending our thanks to the many than the occasion for making one.
Better Have It and Not Need It,
ter section of the game but was friends for their kindness, help It would have been a handsome
unable to overcome the visitors' and sympathy shown us in the thing for Governor Fields to adThan Need It and Not Have It.
long lead. Hiett hit a home run death of our wife, daughter and mit that Mr. Crowe was going to
be
and
protect
God
May
be
sister.
a better Governor than he and
for the visitors in the third while
change the Highway Departmen.
Clay Darnall starred at the stick merciful to you.
for Benton with a double and' W. J. Beasley, Benton, Ky., It is obvious that changes are
'James McKinney, Richmond, Ky., coming. The chairman is gone
triple out of four trips.
Mrs. James E. Cathey, Kevil, Ky., and Mr. Crowe has conceived in
OV ELKTON, KENTUCKY
Score:223 011 000 9 Mrs. Edgar Conish, Louisville, fancy a commission with two
Utilities
Successors to Ely & Long
Manie Beasley, Paducah, Ky., more $20-a-day members and so
Ky.,
5,
020
102
000
Benton
A Women Keeteesky Deeneeres
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE IT'S
Ella Beasley, Benton, Ky., Frank- re-districted that Mr. Hanna will
Hiett and Hawes, Hodge.
Present Clerk of the Court of Appeals
Ky.
le,
Bradfordsvil
have to go.
lin Beasley,
Torian and Cole.
Office over Bank of Marshall County
Watley aid well quellIted ts nn
Former
Chairman
Montgomery
the position.
Benton, Ky.
Appro ximatel y $65,000,000 repudiated the whole Crowe fortelephone
✓ateyear• ago carted en a the
as
550,000
many
As
ntstee.
11S sweeties Is the
in
consumed
was
mula and came out for Beckham.
conversations take place a day in worth of nuts
Ks will add strength se the nista
Mr. Hanna's friends say he is rethis country during 1926
lee November.
the city of Portland, Ore
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BREATHITT ON
POLITICAL TOUR

DENHARDT OUT OF
GOVERNOR'S RACE

.COX—GARNER
1 HOUSE PARTY IS GIVEN
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HOUSEGUE
TEXAS
FOR
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y Taylor
Briensburg — A wedding of unthe guests
interest to the many friends
enterusual
Fields
Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
is, Mr. and
tained with a lawn party Monday of the bride through out Marof Akron, night in honor of their house shall county, was that of Miss
of Dallas. guests, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Ellis Nettie Cox and Mr. blayford Garts of Mrs. of Sweet Water, Texas, music and ner, which was solemnized at
Cincinnati, July 2nd. Mrs. Garohn NicDan- games were enjoyed by all.
sees.was
ner ,is the popular and attractive
A delicious ice course
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
and
Mr.
daughter
were,
present
those
ed,
chiland
Id
y guests of Mrs. Freeman Wyatt and two Cox, deceased and for a number
daughters, Mrs. John Greenfield, _of years resided with her grandrs has re- Mr. and Mrs Joe Egner aud ion mother, Mrs. Jimmie Franklin
pending the of Benton, Mr. and Mrs. Hehry near Briensburg. She is a graduyes at Padu- Me•Natt and grandson, Mr and ate of the Benton High School,
Mrs. Geo. Wyatt, Mr. Edd Fields and has been residing in CincinFiser were of Birmingham, Misses Roma nati the past year where she
holds a responsible position. Mr.
;reenfield, Claudine McNatt.
Monday.
Messrs Hpy, Joe and Frank and Mrs. Garner will reside in
y and son
Story were Greenfield, Roily and Everett fis- Cincinnati but will probably visit
of relatives er. L. E. Wyatt, Herbert Notes, relatives here during the summer.
James and William Fiser..
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GEO. E. LONG

FOR STATE AUDITOR
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W. W. ENGLISH, FORMER COUNTY ATTY.
ISSUES STATEMENT CONCERNING
THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE DOG LAW

rt T. Crowe.
and circuI am elected
d 3:1 1-3 per
ptomobiles in
Calvert City, Kentucky, June 16th, 1927
out how this
view
the
reports that have gained circulation reIn
many
.
of
al saint f
en '4.0.4 t hitt .,4arding the enforcement of 'what .is known as the clog law during
S entirety UI my tenure of office of County Attorney, I desire to make the foles. We have
in order that the truth may be known.
ies in West lowing statement

Give This Deserving
Young Man a Chance

RECKLESSNESS

During the first few months of my term of office many
.1hri ,:omplaints came to me by persons who had paid their dog license
an
ffers himself,
hat it is not against those who were not paying, and I received several letters
duce the tax from the state department of agriculture urging that I take some
hoolgirl who steps towards enforcing this law and calling to my attention the
y within the
is state, that provisions of the law as to my duty in the matter and insisting uput that such on some action therein.
of the legisAt the April 1922 term .of the Marshall Circuit Court I
to carry out
to Judge Joe L. Price about instructing the grand jury with
spoke
ty, or in any
time
same
e
reference to the dog law and he suggested that I wait and take the
he could seJudge Lovett and proceed in the lower Court as
what is the matter up with
these matters would unnecessarily burden the docket of the Cirntioned circu- lcuit Court, inasmuch as there were so many charges then pending
eve that their
h this county against the violators of the liquor laws.
other .purpose
At his (Judge Price's) request I did not submit the matter
t his leading to the grand jury but at the close of the April term of Circuit
present pro.
free bridges. Court I then went to Judge Lovett and asked him to issue warsent program .rants against these people and he suggested that I first advertise
f free birdges
in the local paper my intention and give the people a chance to
r. Crowe, not
is state, has procure their license before taking any action. Believing his sugBeckham indi- gestion to be a, good one aril not wanting to subject anyone to
ard to roads
and believing it to be fair to advise the
is this county prosecution needless
I inserted an advertisement in the Trito
my
as
intention
public
le. of an honbikation and bune-Democrat for two consecutive weeks advising all parties who
the pernicious
stion of road had not paid their dog license to come in and do so before the
I issue in the 1st of June, or they would be proceeded against by warrants.
'CKY, KEN, Many came in and paid and many did not. About the middle of
CONTINUE
OF ITS UN. June of that year I again went to Judge Lovett and asked him to
HIP WITH sign warrants for those who had not paid. This he did. I then
placed these warrants in the hands of the sheriff for execution
his position
quent ly. both and I then compromised several of these cases in the lower court
of the present before making any, investigation as to the jurisdiction of the
the nefarious
matter. As was his duty to do under the law Judge
vor of fulfill- Court in the
e and of con- Lovett receipted for these fines. When the suit was brought to
is a perfected stop the payment of these fines in the lower Court, Judge Lovett
he length and
iat more could and I both agreed that if they would come into the lower Court
that Judge Lovett should set aside the judgments and remit the
he result of a fines and costs. Their attorney, Mike Oliver refused to do this
mocrats of the
ng nor seeking and Judge Lovett and I then filed demurrers to their petitions
im as it nomi- in the Circuit Court and before these demurrers were passed upon
t if elected he
an agreement was reached whereby the parties should buy their
nomy and pronstruction and license and we should remit the fines and costs and thus the matthe needs and ter ended.
(Signed) W. W. ENGLISH,
CAMPAIGN
Former County Attorney, Marshall County.
Political Advt,
_

we have
nURING the past few months,engineer
s

made a thousand
were blowing the
tests to make sure that our
whistle before our trains reached grade crossings, and these
tests.failed to develop a single instance in which a warning was
not sounded.
The law requires us to blow the whistle. The law is some
states—Mississippi is one of them — requires the automobile
driver to stop before crossing a railroad track.
We ,are trying to obey the law, both because it is the law and
because human and property safety require it.
We are again appealing to public officials and to the public
itself to aid us in making the autoists more careful.
Just a few days ago, a man, driving an automobile down
one of the streets in a town on our line, went right on into a
train which was standing on the crossing. He hit a box car
fifty feet long and fourteen feet high. We do not know the
dimensions of the counter attraction—probably much smalTer.
If the railroads ran their trains with the same recklessness
withwhich automobiles are permitted to be driven, a series of
disasters would happen every day in the week.
Careless driving not only endangers the safety of the occupants of the automobile, but it puts in jeopardy the lives of
passengers who ride the trains, as well as the trainmen in control of them.
Reckless automobile driving is decreasing the efficiency of
railroad service.
This is a situation that can be greatly improved. May we
not have your assistance?

It has been customary in Marshall county that each circuit court clerk has either retired from public life or sought promotion to a higher office. Its six year term is equivalent to one
and a half terms of other county offices, three times as long as a
congressman's. The very length of the term indicates that one
is enough.
W. Brien Holland, who seeks the gift of this office at
your hands, is a deserving young man. He is a high school
graduate, studious and attentive to all duties imposed upon him
and is qualified in every way to fill.the duties of this office.
The physical disability with which he is afflicted bar
him from any manual endeavor but will in no way handicap
him from performing the duties of Circuit Court Clerk.
Mr. Holland seeks to become qualified for admittince to
to be
the bar and there could be no better training for him than
the
of
associated with judges, attorneys and the procedure
court.
Mr. Holland's opponent is a worthy young man and has
made a good clerk but we believe that Mr. Holland deserves the
office after his opponent has had its advantages for six years
and has failed to use them for advancement.

Friends of
W. Brien Holland

I. B. TIGRETT, President

For

Gull, Mobile & Northern
Railroad Company

Circuit Court Clerk

rat)

no.
onnalloo,-•

•1•.
:771"4,
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guests of Mrs. Smith's parents, Mr
and Mrs. R. H. Dees, Mr. and Mrs.
Smith will make their home in PaMrs. Harry Hurley and Mrs. ducah in the future.
Mert J. Draffen were hostess at
Mrs. Mert Draffen and two
K picnic given last Thursday children, Sara and William Roy,
evening at the Baptist church spent the week-end in Paducah
grounds for the Junior boys and the guests of Mrs. Draffen's
girls of the Baptist Sunday brother, Robert Vannerson and
school.
Mrs. Vannerson.
Mrs. Gois Grace and children
Mrs. Harry Peters and children
of Route 1, left Tuesday for Ak- of Hopkinsville, are the guests of
ron, Ohio to visit Mrs. Grace's her parents, Mr, and Mrs. L. Solsister,. Mrs. Sherman Allgood and omon of route 2.
Mr. Allgood.
Misses Fanny Smith and Ralittle
and
Zackery
Mrs. Lens
chel Morehead, who are attending
daughter Martha Nell spent a few teachers College at Murray, spent
clays last week in Caneyville, Ky., the week-end with their parents.
with Mr. Zackery's mother.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Green, Mr.
Mr. and Mr. Paul W. Tichenot nd Mrs. John Coursey, Mr. and
returned .home Wednesday from Mrs. Fred Harper and Allie HarLouisville where Mrs.'Tichenor per attended a family reunion at
hsa been a patient at the- St. Garrison Springs in, McCracken
Joseph's hospital. Mrs. Tichenor county Sunday.
is somewhat improved.
Mr. Becker, Manager of the Ky.
Judge and Mrs. Bryan W. Utilities Co., at Paducah, was in
Johnson and children of Spring- town Friday on busines.
field. Tenn., are the house guests
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Crane, of
of Miss Mamie Johnson and Mr. Paducah, spent Sunday with Mrs.
and Mrs. H. E. Goodloe. They Crane's mother, Mrs. Viola Howwill be accompanied home by ard.
Miss Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Flora were
Bob Pace of Detroit, Mich., is visitors in Paducah last Saturday
the guest of his sister, Mrs. Mary ev4ning.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Coursey
Bust for a few days.
Mrs. Jack Rucker and children and two sons of Brookport, Ill.,
of Paducah spent a few days last were visitors in town Saturd-ay
week with Mrs. Joe Dezern and afternoon.
Mrs. H. E. Goodloe is in SpringMrs. Amanda Flora.
Mrs. Ralph Williams and little field, Tenn., this week the guest
son have returned to their home of Judge and Mrs. Byron Johnson.
11Piss Lucille Dezern spent the
in Detroit, Mich., after several
week-end in Rockport Ky., the
days visit with relatives.
Mr. E. F. Black and children, E. guest of relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Butler and
F. ,Jr., and Jane of Benton' were
Mr and Mrs. George Chumbler, of
in town Friday.
Miss Mildred Little and brother Palma, made a motor trip to
Joe Bill left Friday for a motor Clarksville,.Tenn., last week to
trip to Jackson, Tenn., to visit visit Mrs. Butler's and Mr. Chumtheir uncle Mr. Burnett Foust bier's uncle, Mr. Finis Brown.
G. L. Draffen and son were visand Mrs. Foust. They were joined In Benton by Mrs. Harry A. itors in Paducah Monday.
'Miller and Misses Geneva and
Calloway county farmers reRuth Foust of Owensboro.
Mrs. Ray Coursey is confined cently cooperated in the purchase
to her home on account of ill- of a carload of Jersey cows and
a bull in Tennessee.
.nesS.
Mrs. Edd Hill and daughter
Katie of Route 1 and Mrs. Kate
Sargent of Sharpe also were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John F.
Nash Thursday afternoon.
Street Forrester was a business
visitor in Paducah Thursday.
Master David Marshall of Pa- Permanent Retention of fire-Cenl
ducah is the guest of Mr. and
Gasoline Tax Advanted ;
Mrs. Lewis Hall and other relaAgreements with County
tives.
Mrs. A: B. Goodman and childNrts Resp2ctod.
ren Charles and James and Mrs.
llorace V. Brien were in Paducah TAX PLAN EXPLAINED,
Thursday.
Retain the gasoline tax at five
Mrs. Otis Mohundro and two cents
a gallon and guarantee a sufdaughters of Washington D. C., ficient road fund for the state higharrived Friday afternoon to visit way commission to complete its
Mrs. Mohuidro's parents, Mr. and five-year program already entered
Into and to fulfill all the agreements
Mrs. George F. Ford and relatives made
with fiscal courts of the counif the county.
ties, Robert T. Crowe, candidate for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jenkins the Democratic nomination for
trul three sons of Wheatcroft, Ky. governor, urged in an interview this
in which he outlined his posispent the week-end here the ,week
tion on roads.
tuests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe HousMr. Crowe explained that the
;on, and Mr. and Mrs. Bud Frizell state gasoline tax was increased
from three cents a gallon to five
'rid other relatives.
cents a gallon by the 1926 legisla• Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Smith ture
for two years only. This addiand children of Detroit, Mich. the tional tax expires in 1928 unless re-

By
EDSON

Shawnee, Oklahoma
DWIGHT.. B... HEARD,.. PUBLISHER.. OF.. THE.. PHOENIX
(ARIZONA) REPUBLICAN, SAYS:
"IP YOU KEEP ON TELLING THEM YOU'LL KEEP ON
SELLING THEM.
"You cannot adveraise one thing and do another. The public
demands the truth.
"If you tell the truth the public is not hard to convince.
"You ;mist not be afraid to tell the public what you have to sell.
"The Customer will not go on a hunting expedition, but business comes where it is invited and remains where it is treated
right.
"Newspaper advertising is the best window display for the man
who has something to sell.
"Persistence with sound, logical arguments will _win success.
"If you fool the public in one instance your best arguments
thereafter will be of no force or effect.
"IF YOU WANT TO SELL IT, ADVERTISE IT."

"You Should Read Farm Reports"
Under the above head, D. L.
Hughes, editor of The Leitchfield
Gazette, one of Kentucky's best
weeklies, recently called the attention of the business men and
all other people to the importance
of reading farm news and keeping
in touch with agriculture.
"Each week The Gazette carries a number of articles in regard to farming interests in Kentucky," he pointed out. "Local
business men are urged to read
these items in order that they may
keep posted on farming and in order that they may find out why

Renew Your Health
by Purification

tp 4 • 666

OSITIONi

J. VERNON PACE
M. D.

Residence 3016

7

and stepped coanulldlog
Political Advt.

THE TRIB

Hardin Loses 13attle
in Paducah Saturday
The Hardin -ball club was defeated by the Kentucky Utilities
in Paducah Saturday after an
eleven-inning struggle that was
last and interesting from start to
finish. Ty Goheen was on the hill
for the Marshall county boys and
twirled a remarkable game, allowing only nine hits in the combat and whiffing 13 men. It was
the first game the Hardin Independent team has lost this season
out of a fast schedule.

1927

certain counties in the state are
better off than Grayson county.
':Everyone knows, or should
know that Leitchfield is dependent on the farmers of the county
for a living. Therefore every citizen should try to keep informed
regarding modern farming methods in order that he may encourage his farmer friends in new projects which he may take up. Proper cooperation between business
men and farmers always tend toward prost0i0--stor both parties.
Get behind the farmers of th
county and help them. You will
never regret it,

OF
EVOLUTION
THE
POLITICAL CAMPAIGN

During the recent visit -of the
Duke of York at Auckland, New
Zealand, the Maoris presented
him with eighteen carved canes.

Creal For
Attorney General
Charles F Creel of Hodgenville, is
seeking the Democratic nomination
for Attorney General at the primary
election to be held on August 6th.
Ile has been an assistant in the office
for more than three years aud has
acquired a thorough knowledge of
the work of tlett Department of the
'state Government.
The Attorney General is the legal
adviser of all State officials and Doper tments, and represents the State
In lawsuits in the State and Federal
Courts. Mr. Creel has taken an
active part in the performance of the
duties of the office. He has represented the State in many important .
sults.
He orally argued in the
Supreme Court of the United States
the "oil production tax" cases, and
the decision in favor of the State
saved the Treasury about a half
million dollars. The State has saved
large sums in other suits defended
He has given many
by him.
Important legal opinions where the
State's interests were involved and
these opinions have proved to be
sound when questiona involved were
later submitted to the cotrts.

Long Troubled
by

Constipation
"Black-Draught has been a
family medicine with us for
fifteen years," says Mr. P. M.
Huntley, of Neosho, Mo. -1 read
about it find in the Ladies Birthday Almanac and what I read
there sounded so convincing I
made up my mind to try Black.
Draught. as I had been troubled with constipetion for•long
time.
"I found Black-Draught to be
the ideal medicine for this trouble. It gave me quick relief
Frequently I had bad headaches
and pains, due to toxic poison.
By taking a course of Black.
Draught r gave my system a
thorough cleansing, and I have
had little or no trouble since
then.
"Now, if I am becoming constipated. I take several small
doses of Black-Draught, and am
very soon feeling tine."
Costa only I cent a doe,
. Thad Cord's

ucational Ballot
td:V11

Primary Election Aug. 6, 1927
Robert H. Lucas

Auditor of Public Accounts
State Treasurer
George P. Garner

Flem D. Sampson

John M. Perkins

Governor

Clerk of The Court of Appeal-,
W. A. Dicken
William Cassius Eversole
/tory 0. Huntsman

Jas. A. Wallace

E. R. Kendall
Lieutenant Governor

T. IL Patrick
State Treasurer
John T. Bibb

Charles H. Duncan
E. E. Nelson

Daniel F. Brown
M. E. S. Posey
Frank P. James
Andrew 0. Ritchie
John G. Rogers
Tom W. Wintersmith
111

Secretary of State

Ben F. Siler

Superintendent of Public
Instructions
H. A. Babb .

Oscar W. Black

LI

Mrs. F. D. Quisenberry

OLIVE

Crenuine Cannon

Warren Peyton

BATH TOWEL

Edward L. Allen

Commissioner of Agriculture, La
bor and Statistics
Tate Bird

T. B. Culton

Newton Lykins

Miller Hughes

Trumbo Enedegar

Attorney General

A quent in his prayers and r
for the strongest help poste
stating that this was no c
When the movement first beplay. Seeing that all else
gan to locate an Armors in May- failed, Crowe's crowd
I
field, some very patriotic citizens themselves in the same cond
knowing Mr. Denhardt was on the as the old negro and as a
Armory commissjon and also a and final step in the evolo
candidate for Governor began to called on Gov. William Jaso
effect a local organization in his send them the biggest gun he
behalf. Mr. Denhardt came to to turn the trick and WI
Mayfield and wan feted and dined. Jason responded. Down
Mayfield secured the Armory. Busy Seldon Glenn, the Go
Meanwhile, Mr. Denhardt's or- or's tax commissioner, the
ganization began to assume for- Busy Seldon who accordin
A campaign Gov. Denhardt, is directin;-:
midable aspects.
manager was appointed and his campaign both of Crotte
friends became exceedingly ac- Sampson, the Jockey Club en
r
tive. Then a mysterious trip to and is to be the dispense of
'c
Club
ts,
Jockey
the
ronage
of
by
some
made
was
e
Louisvill
the
in
the
of
election
event
our citizens, including Mr. Den,6
hardt'a campaign manager, and er of Crowe or Sampson
4,1
and
to
The
cent
winner
was
a
meeting
return
upon their
fthe
to
loser,
cent
the
usual
held, after which Denhardt's
With Busy S
forces melted as the snow before track dilvision.
Dick Ower:
g
Promisin
came
the
under
and
the spring sunshine
from
other
lesser
satellites
leadership of their campaign
real
At
the
last
ict.
dist
the
manager went over almost bodily
were
d.
tha
ere
discovere
we
don't
Now,
camp.
to Crowe's
State
the
ien
of
combinit
know what sort of an argument
State Tax Co
was produced at Louisville, but Commiseion,
and
Club was br
sion
Jockey
Capt.
to
like the one advanced
Club ;
Jockey
with
to
light,
Bill stone's negro, it was most
our F.,
of
destiny
directing
powerful. The next step in ev'olutpeople
plain
The
affairs.
letters
of
ing was the printing
seen the light. They now r
with names of some of our most
nize the minister force of
promising eitizens down the side,
gambling behind ,
track
some of which were used without The make screen of good
their owner's consent, proclaim- has beeh rent in twainoil
ing Crowe and good roads. This show the hidious form i
was a formidable array expected Jockey ,Irltib lurking behr
to produce results, but the folks Indeed I and in truth, haN
refused to jump through the hoop. people 4iscovered as did Is..
The next step was the flinging old that it is the hands of
, I
of the banner across the public but tne
,‘,eit•,. it .1a,.1," 1.1
square, but when the banner be- history itf all ,,th, r littor•
gan to droop and with it the (.-tolutiopi, the ( I (,\N I 11101
Crowe hopes, promising pick tiiiii• ,! '1 , i•..- L it,
M:0 fl,id
Owen, Governor Field's highway- sell yre i
man, V1 as s4 nt for to eternally
pwiition
blast the hopes of the
by road promises. A communit
that couldn't het a road promisi•
wasn't half ti ying. This loo'se., (Car:,i
like Ponce De Leon's fabled quest
R4.%.
for the spring of eternal political ing at, '
youth aanti vigor and it seemed Thiirsd:o
that at last the matter had been tended
solved, but when the ordinary
Rev. trarl. •
folks found out that everybody appointnient I•
art,
was getting a road promise, they
began to get suspicious that some- morning. He
body was being taken snipe hunt- !CO.(' imm ,
ing. Like Ponce De Loon's quest, ing serrnol.
this too went up in the air. The make
next step was an effort to 8w(wle rtITV'his horn,
the oPposition off its feet with a heti) in it ret
rush. Crowe's picture was placed
Mrs. Ann., I.
on most every tree, stump and the past few
post of the County. Posters were nor nom, in I
stuck on cars without bothering Texas and ( )i,14,11. •
, it
to consult the owners' wishes. wSek end here Numerous circulars were printed friends _Hfl d reit, I
and The mail carriers duties be1.; initon and Ceu.i I.
came suddenly fatiguing in deliv- ness callers at liar II Sa
ering their advertising: Paid em- .hlternoon.
issaries gave up their jobs to
Mrs. Willi l'etwa
work for Crowe, The folks began ill at her home here follo
to get inquisitive and began ask- stroke of paraly,im earl
ing who was furnishing the week.
money. It wouldn't do to let the
The Gray-Vonallno
minds of the people dwell on the ef Louisville. opened a
Jockey Club's connection with ceiving station at Hens,
Mr. Crowe's campaign and some- this week. This will '
thing else had to be done at help to the farmers
Once. To make had matters worse, adjoining districts, .
it became known that Ben John- pay highest market I
son, who was on the same high- He, thus cutting MT th,
way commission with Promising man and giving their
Dick Owen and who was a strong the farmers.
supporter of Crowe, had let the
Mr. and . Mrs. Robert
cat out of the bag that the State Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Henson
had already spent all its road Sunday here with Mr. and
money. Desperation then reigned W. R. Lovett.
in Crowe's camp. The story of
Everyone is cordially ins'
the old negro was then recalled, attend the Baptist revival
who during the Charleston earth- next week with Bro. Bud
quake waxed earnest and elo- and Rev. Carlton in charg
Loyd Johnson will have cha
the choir.
Miss Nellie Thompson w
Sunday guest of Miss Edna
Cr'
A ice cream supper
given at the school house'
day night, the proceeds
given to the school.
4

Republican Ballot

"MORE FOR NUS
URGED BY CROWF

newed by the legislature which
meets In that year.
Mr. Crowe is convinced that the
state will receive larger revenues
by the permanent retention of the
iiinli-cent gasoline tax than from any
source, as shown by the figAny physician will tell you that otherfurnished
by the state highway
"Perfect Purification of the System ures
department which reveal that the
is Nature's Foundation of Perfect gasoline tax for the calendar year
Health." Why not rid yourself of
1926 furnished revenues amounting
chronic ailments that are undermin- to
14.594.191.75. As the oonaumpenyour
Purify
ing your vitality?
Boa of gasoline is rapidly increastire system by taking a thorough ing this fund will grow each year
course of Calotabs,—once or twice a during the next administration.
week for several weeks—and see how
In order to Make certain the perNature rewards you with health.
manent retention of the gasoline
all
of
greatest
the
Calotabs are
tax at five cents Mr. Crowe proposes
system purifiers. Get a family pack- a reduction of one-third in motor
age, containing full directions. Only license taxes. The annual income
CAdv.) from motor license taxes is smaller
36 cts. At any drug store.
than the annual income from the
gasoline tax and the reduction of
one-third the amount of motor license taxes is decidedly Ives than the
a prescription for
loss of two-fifths the amount from
,
DENGUE
FLU,
GRIPPE,
'COLDS.
gasoline taxes would be.
BILIOUS FEVER AND
The motor license taxes In Kentucky in comparison with adjoining
MALARIA.
states are now unequal to the point
It Kills the germs.
that many Kentuckians now buy
licenses across the state border. it
S000
1 is pointed out by supporters of Mr.
Crowe who contend that this reduction he proposes in motor license
taxes will occasion only small loss
Secured or Your Money Balk of revenue which will be offset by
If you take the oraugeoa ..TratabsIL Mb reduction in the expense of enforctrelnIng that bualnom melt lasOree. Yo ing the motor license laws, increase
It at collage or by mall. Write tido.
take
'kW)
bought
PILAUGROWIS PRACTICAL MOM 0014&68 in the number of licenses
rili110141. 111
in Kentucky and increase in the use
of gasoline front which funds will
continue to supply the road fund at
a rate of five cents a gallon on gasoMan with car to se!! Lu- line
to
bricating Oil and paints
Mr. Crowe declared that misrepfarming trade . Field Mana- resentation of his plan for the road
by the fact that he
ger will train. Excellent opor- fund Is belied fulfillmen
t of every
pledged
has
tunity. Drawing account.
agreement made by the state highway commission with fiscal courts
The Lenox Oil & Paint Co.
of the counties that have voted bond
that
Cleveland, 0. issues or special counties and
Sales Dept.
he has pledged to appoint a highway commission in sympathy with
misthe program undertaken. Such
representation, Mr. Crowe characterizes as on a par with the attacks
upon his citizenship despite information furnished to the CourierJournal as to his naturalization, and
Office
of
of
Announcing Opening
the t•fforts to deny the purposes
711 City National Bank Bldg. the suit brought by Beckham and
Hamilton which would have destroyPaducah, Ky.
ed the credit of the commonwealth
910
Office
Phone

R. WAITE

Copyright

1711".PIrriesserre
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Did You Ever Stop To Think

CALVERT CITY

11111gfritt

NOTICE
I will be at the J. D. Pe
Hardware Co. every Saturd
let. Monday to repair you
phones, electric irons. fat,
svritch boards especially. At
guaranteed.
'George R. Long.
the Sharpe Tel. Co.

not

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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STATE OF KENTUCKY
SCT.
COUNTY OF MARSHALL
I, Clint R. Smith, Clerk of the County
that the above and foregoing is a true and cor
the Primary election, Saturday, August 6th, 1
Given under my hand this the 14th da

Court of Marshall County, Ky., do certify
rect copy of th-e official ballot to be used in
927, in Marshall' County Kentucky.
y of July, 1927.

Clerk, Marshall County Court.

WITH 111./9C,FLA-61. OP

i0 was

Gas Spoiled Sleep,
Made Her 1

"For years I suffered fr
and constipation. Used
headaches and dizzy spell
first dose of Adlerika gave
lief. Now I rest well."—
Brinkley. Just ONE spoo
for 83c
Adlerika relieves gas an
40 bloated feeling so that y
x
20
Soap,
of
worth
$1.00
on
Genuine Cannon RATH TOWEL eat and sleep well. Acts
a
bowel
lower
and
upper
(retail value 550.
moves old waste matter you
thought wan there. NO
$1.55 Deal for 83c
what you tried for your
Gatlin-Fergerson Co Adlerika will surprise you
Drug Co.
BENTON, KY.

0 ao
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recent visit -of the

him with
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The Hardin 'ball club Was defeated by the Kentucky Utili!
in Paducah Saturday after an
eleven-inning struggle that wets
tast and interesting from start to
finish. Ty Goheen was on the hill
for the Marshall county boys and
twirled a remarkable game. ill lowing only nine hits in the combat and whiffing 13 men. It was
the first game the Hardin Innpendent team has lost this season
-1,•hedule.
••

C!tarles F Creal of IiodK,T1‘,.,•• 14
seeking the Democratic nomination,.
tor At,orney General at the primary
oiection to be held, on August
6th.lias
been an assistant in the offlze
.; more than three years and ha!,
.• •;mred a through knoWled ize of
•work of th..t Department of the
.Ite Government.
rhe Attorney General Is the legal
tser of all State officials and De.ments, and represents the State
,ti awsuits in the' State and Federal
Mr. Crest has taken an
COLITIS.
• t y tells." part in the performance of the
duties of the office. He has repro
alied the .State In many Importari
He orally argued In the
i:rs
';•!)'rue Court of the United States
'011 pn.duclon tax' cases, and
decision In favor of the State
.%ed the Treasury about a hatf
dollars. The Stair has saved
%ins in other suits defended
!T.,. has given Many
opinion• where the
• ,ts were involved and
h.tvo proved to be
orts involved were
ihe courts.
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Long Troubled
by

Constipation
"Black-Draught has been a
family medicine with us for
fifteen years," says Mr. F. M.
Huntley, of Neosho, Mo. "I read
about it first in the Ladies Birthday Almanac and what I read
there sounded so convincing I
made up my mind to try BlackDraught, as I had been tr•>te
bled with constipation for•long
time.
"I found Black-Draught to be
the ideal medicine for this trouble. It gave ms quick relief.
Frequently I had bad headaches
and pains, due to toxic poison.
By taking a coulee of BlackDraught r gave nay system •
ave
thorough Hennaing. and I h
had little or no trouble since
then.
"Now, if I am becoming constipated. I take several small
doses of Black-Draught, and am
very soon feeling fine."
Costa only I cent a dose. 6_,"

Creal For
Attorney General

Med ford's

U
CK-DRAtion
.

For Constipa
Indigestion,Biliousness

0-LIVE

UCATIONAL BALLOT
••••••••ir

Democratic Ballot

lican Ballot
•

0'4

Primary Election, August 6, 1927

ection Aug. 6, 1927
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Clerk of The Court of Appeals
W. A. Dicken
rgt

William Cassius Eversole
Rory 0. Huntsman

A•

Inspecting Experiment Fields

in

)nal Ballot
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y's defense with a slashing
Sharkey Is Beaten by Sharke
A quent in his prayers and called
attack and brought the 24-four.
Dempsey in Knockout year old sailor down for the count
for the strongest help possible,
of ten in the seventh round of
stating that this was no child's
Yankee Stadium. New York what was to have been a 15-round
When the movement first be- play. Seeing that all else had
Ate
Ju'y 21-4 hc rip-tearing Jack match.
gan to locate an Armors in May- failed, Crowe's
crowd .found
rrific right hook to the pit
tr!sPy of olJ c• L. b 'ill tonight
field, some very patriotic citizens themselves in the same condition
stomach doubled Sharkey
the
of
cular
specta
his
a
to
to smash
and as a next
knowing Mr. Denhardt was on the as the old negro
a crashing overhand left
and
up
k trileat victory over trig young
and final step in the evoluting,
brought the Boston
Armory commission and also a
jaw
the
to
It.• oa heavy.a..3 gr., Jack Shitkm Jason to
the fatal count
candidate for Governor began to called on Gov. Willia
for
down
giant
a
to
retue
ey, and gain the right
send them the biggest gun he had
s of fighting
second
45
effect a local organization in his
only
after
title match with Gene Tunney.'a to turn the trick and William
round.
h
behalf. Mr. Denhardt came to
sevent
the
in
ded. Down came
While a vast, deliriously ekMayfield and was feted and dined. Jason respon
Govern
the
throng of 82,000 spectators
cited
Glenn,
Seldon
Busy
y.
Armor
Mayfield secured the
Pure bred sheep commanded
same
the
,
d him on, the former heavysioner
tax
cheere
or's
commis
Meanwhile, Mr. Denhardt's orcky weight champion rallied after a higher prices last year than the
Kentti
n
wester
to
ing
from
accord
cents
who
25
sted
Seldon
Busy
intere
others
Farmers and
ganization began to assume foroc- wobbly start, bored through year before.
A campaign Gov. Denhardt, is directing the will make their annual inspection points to Lexington for the
midable aspects.
and
Crowe
of
ign
both
campa
manager was appointed and his
Experiment casion. Many farmers and others
Sampson, the Jockey Club entries of the Agricultural
friends became exceedingly acng to take advantage
and is to be the dispenser of pat- Station farm at Lexington at the are planni
tive. Then a mysterious trip to
ronage to the Jockey Club crowd
l soils and crop field of this reduced fare to visit the
Louisville was made by some of in the event of the election eith- fourth annua
famous bluegrass region.
our citizens, including Mr. Den- er of Crowe or Sampson, 60 per day August 3-4.
Tickets will be on sale August
This annual meeting attarcts 1,
V. A. STILLEY, JR.
hardt's campaign manager, and cent to the winner and 40 per
good for returning until Augupon their return a meeting was cent to the loser, the usual race scores of farmers from every sect- ust 6. Visitors arriving in Lexheld, after which Denhardt's track division. With Busy Seldon
ion of• the state to see the hun- ington by August 2 will be offerDentist
forces melted as the snow before came Promising Dick Owen and
of experimental plots where ed for $2 a 100-mile bus tour of
dreds
the spring sunshine and under the other lesser satellites from over new varfties of practically all the bluegrass region, including
leadership of their campaign the district. At last the real powkinds of crops are being tested, vitifts to several noted horse
manager went over almost bodily ers that were discovered. The under varying conditions.
breeding farms, Dix River dam,
is now located
to Crowe's camp. Now, we don't combination of the State Road
rtown and other
c
round
Shake
d
a
histori
grante
have
ads
Railro
know what sort of an argument Commission, State Tax Commistrip rate of an one-way fare plus places of interest.
was produced at Louisville, but sion and Jockey. Club was brought
like the one advanced to Capt. to light, with Jockey Club at the
Bill Stone's negro, it was most directing destiny of our State's
boys baseball Sunday afternoon upon a new
The Holley's
powerful. The next step in evolut- affairs. The plain people have team of Brienaburg gave the lo- diamond now being completed
STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
ing was the printing of letters seen the light. They now recog- cal boys a nice trimming here near Fair Dealing.
most
our
of
some
of
t
vemen
names
with
With only a slight impro
defeating
afternoon,
nize the sinister force of race Sunday
SQUARE
promising eitizens down the side, track gambling behind it all. them 11 to 1. Nimmo gathered in the line up the local team
some of which were used without The smoke screen of good roads two of the home boys five hits.
promises a more interesting affair.
their owner's consent, proclaim- has been rent in twain only to
Goheen was on the mound for
More than forty thousand teleing Crowe and good roads. This show the hidious form of the Olive and was in good form
Good Teeth — Good Health
was a formidable array expected Jockey Club lurking behind it. throughout the game, but was phones constitute the service of
to produce results, but the folks Indeed and in truth, have the given erratic support by the QD- communication behind the extensive system of forest protection in
refused to jump through the hoop. people discovered as did Isaac of tire infield.
The next step was the flinging old that it is the hands of Esau,
The two teams will meet again the state of California alone. •
of the banner across the public but the voice of Jacob? Like the
square, but when the banner be- history of all other t4ories of
gan to droop and with it the evolution, the Crowe theory has
Crowe hopes, promising Dick failed to evolute.—Mayfield MesOwen, Governor Field's highway- senger.
man, was sent fpr to eternally
blast the hopes of the opposition
by road promises. A community
that couldn't bet a road promise
wasn't half trying. This looked (Carried over from last week)
Rev. Lockman closed his meetlike Ponce De Leon's fabled quest
for the spring of eternal political ing at the Methodist church
youth aand vigor and it seemed Thursday night. Large crowds atthat at last the matter had been tended each service.
Rev, Carlton filled his regular
solved, but when the ordinary
ody
everyb
that
appointment at the Baptist church
folks found out
they
e,
promis
road
a
g
Saturday afternoon and- Sunday
was gettin
somethat
ious
suspic
get
morning. He was compelled to
to
began
body was being taken snipe hunt- leeve immediately after his morning. Like Ponce De Leon's quest, ing sermon in order that he might
reachthis too went up in the air. The make proper connections
next step was an effort to sweep ing his home town where he will
the opposition off its feet with,a help in a revival this week.
Mrs. Anna Ratcliffe who for
rush. Crowe's picture was placed
and. the past few years veen making
on most every tree, stump
post of the Couhty. Posters were her home in different parts of
stuck on cars without bothering Texas and Oklahoma, spent the
.
to consult the owners' wishes week end here greeting old
d
printe
were
ars
circul
friends and relatives,
Numerous
Simon and Cecil Bell were busiand the mail carriers duties became suddenly fatiguing in deliv- ness callers at Hardin Saturday
CommonwealthN3 Attorney
ering their advertising. Paid em- afternoon.
Auditor of Public Accounts
Governor
to
jobs
lly
critica
their
is
y
up
Petwa
gave
Willis
Mrs.
es
issari
M. E. Gilbert
Clell Coleman'
work for Crowe, The folks began ill at her home here following a
- J. C. W. Beckham
ask- stroke of paralysis early last
to get inquisitive and began
James B. Allensworth
the week.
John A. Goodman
hing
furnis
was
who
ing
Robttrt T. Crowe
The Gray-Vonallmen creamery
money. It wouldn't do to let the
,
C. B. Cox
the
on
dwell
people
of Louisville, opened a cream reminds of the
Jockey Club's connection with ceiving station at Henson's store
Edgar T. Washburn
Mr. Crowe's campaign and some- this week. This will be a great
rer
nor
Treasu
Gover
nant
State
Lieute
at help to the farmers of this and
Henry H. Lovett
thing else had to be done
worse,
s
Mrs. Emma Guy Cromwell
matter
bad
make
adjoining districts, as they will
To
Albert H. Barker
once.
John- pay highest market prices possiit became known that Ben
high- ble, thus cutting off the middlesame
S. Albert Phillips ..,.
the
James Breathitt Jr.
son, who was on
sing
to
Promi
s
profit
with
their
giving
ssion
commi
and
man
way
Circuit Court Clerk
Guy Ranney
Edgar H. James
Dick Owen and who was a strong the farmers.
A. N. Duke
supporter of Crowe, had let the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pool and
State
the
spent
that
n
Henso
a
bag
L.
Robert
the
S.
C.
.
of
Elmer
Mrs
cat out
Mr. and
Brien Holland .
had already spent all its road Sunday here with Mr. and Mrs.
d
reigne
then
ow
ation
Dr. W. E. Woodr
money. Desper
W. R. Lovett.
Agriculture.
Commissioner of
of
in Crowe's camp. The story
Everyone is cordially invited to
ics
Statist
and
Labor
ed,
recall
the old negro was then
attend the Baptist revival here
earthston
Charle
Lovett
Newton Bright
who during the
next week with Bro. Bud
quake waxed earnest and elo- and Rev, Carlton in charge. Bro.
Secretary of State
Roger H. Lillard
Loyd Johnson will have charge of
R. S. Eubank
the choir.
Ben E. Niles
Miss Nellie Thompson WAS the
Hager
P.
Frank
BrowEdna
Miss
of
guest
Sunday
James E. Underwood
er.
Miss Ella Lewis
A ice cream supper will be
given at the school house Saturday night, the proceeds will be
given to the school.
Clerk of The Court of
Attorney General
Carl P. King
W. K. Brown
NOTICE
I will be at the J. D. Peterson
W B O'Connell
J. W. Cammack
Hardware Co. every Saturday and
1st. Monday to repair your teleOmer C. Stubbs
Charles F. Creel
phones, electric irons, fans and
switch boards especially. All work
Jas. W. Wagers
Bailey P. Wootton
guaranteed.
of
George R. Long.
the Sharpe Tel. Co. Al2
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EVOLUTION
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During the
Hardin Loses Battle
Duke of York at Auckland, New
the Maoris presented
in Paducah Saturday 'Zealand, eighte
en carved canes.
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Court of Marshall County, Ky., do certify
rect copy of the official ballot to be used in
927, in Marshall County Kentucky.
•
y of July, 1927.

WITH PULCHASL OP

10 CAKES

Gas poiled Sleep,
Made Her Dizzy STATE OF KENTUCKY

"For years I suffered from gas
and constipation. Used to get
headaches and dizzy spells. The
first dose of Adlerika gave me relief. Now I rest well."—Mrs. B.
Brinkley. Just ONE spoonful of
for 83c
Adlerika relieves gas and that
40
blotted feeling so that you can
x
20
$1.00 worth of Soap,
sleep well, Acts on BOTH
Genuine Cannon BATH TOWEL eat and
lower bowel and reand
upper
(retail value 55c).
moves old waste matter you never
thought was there. No matter
what you tried for your stomach,
Co
son
Adlerika will surprise you Strow
ger
Gatlin-Fer
Drug Co.
BENTON, KY.

CAST!LE

SCT.
LL
COUNTY OF MARSHA
I, Clint R. Smith, Clerk of the County
that the above and foregoing is a true and cor
the Primary election, Saturday, August 6th, 1
Given under my hand this the 14th da

Court of Marshall County, Ky., do certify,
rect copy of the official ballot to be used in
927, in Marshall County Kentucky.
y of July, 1927.

$1.55 Deal for 83c

Clerk, Marshall County Court.
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THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT,(Benton, Ky.
A large crowd attended the I
were children's services at the MethoGladys dist church Sunday night.
guests of Bernice and
Misses Neva Pell Norman and
(Carried over from last week.) Alexander Sunday.
Gladys Alexander, Messrs. Wade
Miss Neva Pell Norman spent
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Fields were Hill and Leland Seay were guests
Saturday night with Beryl Seay. the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Louie of Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Wilson of
Misses Beryl Seay, Colleen Phelps Sunday.
Paducah, Sunday afternoon.

SHARPE

Johnston,

Neva

Dorothy and

Mrs. Waite Clark and children
left for Detroit Saturday where
they will join Mr. Clark who has
been employed there for the-past
several months.

R E. FOUST,1
Dentist

Miss Gusta Johnston entertained the young people with a play
party last Thursday night
Mrs. Jane Long of Paducah
spent the past week with her son
George Long.
Rev. T. C. Wilcox of Reidland
will begin a series of meetings at
the Church of Christ next Sunday.
Mr. Randal Seay of Paducah
spent the week end with his liarents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Seay.
Miss Inez Cornwell spent the
week end with Reba Blakney.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Barnes of
Chattanooga, Tenn., were pleasant callers in Sharpe Saturday
afternoon.

Better Teeth
Better Health'

Miss Mildred Rountree was a
pleasant caller in our town Friday.
Jettie Dishman was the guest
of Anna Blanch Powers Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hill and
children of Detroit are visiting
Mrs. Hill's parents, Mr. and Mrs
R. R. Redden.

Fred Fi,Beck
Benton, Ky.

Funeral Directors
Embalming

Motor Service Free
•

BREWERS CITIZENS ENJOY
FISH FRY AT RIVER
VIEW TUESDAY
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More Mileage in
This Super Tire

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• It Means •••
•
•
i Greater Mileage

•
•

•
-•

1 Good year Tires BUILT WITH,SUPER-•
0
•TWIST, are making records of unusually•
•long mileage. They have won splendid •_
"reputation for greater freedom from•
•
stonebruise.
•
•
•We render our patrons many services —•
•such as regular tire inspections, prompt w
•repair of minor injuries, cleaning and
•graphiting of rims — that PREVENT•
trouble and help you to get ALL of the in-•
w built Goodyear service.
•

•
•

Deaths Followed Cruel Whippings Under Warden Lillard—Stones and Bugs
in Food—Sworn Testimony on File at Frankfort Reveals Sordid Details
•

When J. C. W. Beckham was Montgomery Shoe Company, a confor prison labor, testified as to
Governor of Kentucky, the guards tractor
his eompany, "We contributed at see+
at the State Penitentiary at rimk- genera/ election since it was organized
fort. paid regular tribute to the cand
years before we always
Beckham machine, captained by contributed."
Percy Haly. The same thing was W. S. Hawities, Of Carroll County, a
guard for two years, was asked if he
done by the attendants and other always
paid
contributions
employees of the State Asylums. while connectedcampaign
with the prison. His
The contractors paid regular trib- answer was:
ute. Every guard at the prisons "I paid 565. Men receiving $100
was assesscd from $25 to MO. Pay SRL
-t-unetimes more, for the Beckham
'elitical machine.
Conditions at the prisons under Govrnar Becicharn as Governor were eu
trocious that sworn recteds of guards
re now on file in Franldort to the effect
aat there were bugs, worms and rocks
:1 the beans, rats and mice were found
:a the food and cockroaches in the bread.
Prisoners were whipped on the aaked
nosh, sheets were put around their leads
to prevent them from making outcries,
and there are at least two incidents recorded in the testimony of prisoners who
a;ed soon after such besting'.
How Funds Were Gleaned
Eli H. Brown, Jr., a termer law partner of Governor Beckham, was elected
by the legislature over which Beckham
and Haly had control, as chairman of
the prison commission. Percy Hal)
was appointed by Governor Beckham
os chairman of the board of contra of
charitable institutions.
General Haly and Mr. Brown were
boscim friends and the beards of which
they were the chairmen occupied adjoining offices. They also served as Mr.
13eckham's political cabinet, managed
the practical details of his campaigns
and financed ,the Beckham machine
through tribute exacted from all ernleaves of the prisons and asylums and
ell who had contracts with the state
institutions.
Following the term of Governor Beckham the state inspector and examiner
conducted an investigation of the prison
commission. The report of this investigatian was made public March 3,
1910, and is dow on file in Frankfort.
E. T. Laird was the warden in Governer Beckham's term until November,
1906.
This tells the real story of how affairs were handled udder Mr. Beckham.
whose backers now say he was the
"Greatest Governor Kentucky Ever
Had."
The state examiner said that the
auditor's record showed an actual deficit
$4M,005.26 greater than the commissioners' record showed and that "after
much labor I am unable to account f,
part of the large discrepancy between
their totals and mine."
-

G. W. Thomas, of Nelson County,for
three years employed in various cape-ist,testified he paid $50 to the political machine.
ERNEST BELL (pp. 2424), of Frankfort, for two years a guard, testified:
"The best of my recollection the find
year I was there I was assessed $30, and
the second year $50. One assessment
was for the Democratic congressional
primary in the Fourth District, I think
it was, and most of the other assess.
rnents was also for primaries and part
of it for general elections. I do not
recall the details."
thotoo 13ARTON, of Henry County,
(Test. pp. 310-14) testified he contributed each year about $50.
Cot. H. T. Ecroar, of Frankfort, part
of the timii assistant deputy warden,
testified heMlways paid the assessments,
giving as much as $50 a year.
Jon)/ SCHNOR vs, of Covington,(Test.
pp. 322-24) testified he cantnbuted.
G. T. IRELAND, of Frankfort, a guard
for two years, declared he collected from
$2,700 to $2,800 at one nine. The
guards paid $50 each, the deputy and
assistant deputy wardens $06 each, and
the warden $110.
CHARLES A VERDICK, employed as
guard six years, said he "was assessed
every year for campaign purposes." He
said he paid $50, as the other guards
paid at that time.
T. M. Purrurase for about sixteen
years at the penitentiary, said he gave
$66.
Testimony that was given revealed
that the money was not collected only in
the Interest of the Democratic party, but
that when needed it was collected for
use of the Beckham machine In primary
races and that such collections were
made In the Beckham-McCreary primary and that guards were dismissed
because they supported McCreary.
The report of the state examiner summarizes the testimony of some of the
witnesses whose verbatim testimony appears in the form of depositions in the
record now on file in Frankfort. The
summary contained in the official report follows:
H. J. BAKER, (Test. pp. 110-122) of
Lexington, Kentucky, who was a guard
for RIK years at the Frankfort Pcnitentiary, and who served until 190C, states
that he saw cockroaches in the soup,
and was informed that rats and mice
were found in the food during Warden
Lillard's incumbency.
S. L. HARNEY, of Lexington, Kentucky, (Test. pp. 123-131), ex-guard,
who left the prison service in April, 1906,
states that he saw bugs and worms in
the beans, and cockroaches in the bread,
during Col. Lillard's wardenship.
MICHAEL E. CRAWLEY, of Lexington,
Kentucky, (Test. pp. 132-7), ex-guard,
who served from 1901 to 1904, under
Warden Lillard, states that he did the
whipping leo ten or eleven months; that
prisoners were whipped on the naked
flesh in a severe manner; that sheets
were put around their heads to prevent
them from making outcries; remembers
whipping a negro convict twice and that
tae negro died in the hospital three or
four days after being whipped the last
time, but says he does not know the
cause of death.
GEORGE D. WOODRUFF, ex-guard, of
Lexington, Kentucky, (Test. pp. 159164), who served under Warden Lillard,
states that the food was very poor• that
food;
he saw mice and cockroaches in the'
that he whipped prisoners, whipping
twenty on one morning; but averaged
about five whippings per day, except
Sunday; that he whipped men until
blood would trickle to the heels of prisoners; that Warden Lilian! or Deputy
Warden Punch was present at these
whippings, and caused him to whip with
such severity; that he frequently
whipped prisoners until their bowels
moved while being whipped; that he has
curled strap and put sand on it to make
it hurt the prisoners; that negro prisoners
would be whipped until they would be
bloody and raw; that he was called t.
whip a woman one time, and when she
saw him corning, she jumped out of a
window and broke her lila He states
that he received $10 a month salary
from the Frankfort Chair Co.fur reporting names of prisoners who were whipped
raid the number of lashes they received:
° at men were usually whipped fi r short
tasks; that guard Alexander drew 118.00
month from the Chair Company; that
auard Westover also received money
g um the Chair Company; that he boardfr

ed with Warden Lillard, and that trusties
would carry supplies from the prison
commissary to Lillard's home; that when
he stopped whipping prisoners, this
Chair Company stopped paying him.
I am &rank tc, say that I beheve this
witness speaksl ,,,ly, but as the matters
are as damaging to him as to anyone
else, I believe there is surriethiva of
truth in his statements.
GEORGE WEST, former prieoner, colKentucky, (Ten.
ored, of
pp. 156-171), who was released in June,
1908 states that under Warden Liliard
the Leans were full of bugs and rucks,
that he saw rats in the milk and mice in
the hash, and also saw coekroachea in
hash, bread and soup, that Sing Cooper,
a prisoner, was whipped by guard Atkin*
until his hips were bloody, that Will
Smith another prisoner, was whipped
by Mike Crawley and was bloodied and
died shortly afterwards. (See,reference
to Crawley's statement hereinbefore.)
CORA Las PORTER, colored, former
prisoner, of Lexington, Kentucky, (Test.
pp. 138-151), states that a prisoner,
Sarah Blanton, was whipped, receiving
twenty-four lushes, and that
Tobin,
prisoner physician, told the Matron
that the prisoner would never tee-eves
from the whipping, and shortly after the
prisoner died. She also states that she
was whipped by guard Madigan while
Lillsrd was warden.
WILLIAM HENRY MONTGOMERY, colored, former prisoner, of Louisville,
(rest. pp. 172-9), who was pardoned in
1908, stater that he did the painting in
the prison while he was prisoner, and was
never punished; states that he saw prisoners whipped until they we -e blistered;
that a woman jumped out a window to
keep from being whipped, but does not
know her name; that he saw rats, mice
and cockroaches in the hash and cabbage, and rocks in the beans; that this
was a frequent occurrence ender Warden
lallard; that Warden Lillard would get
supplies for his home from the Tr son
warehouse; but does not know whether
?Allard paid for these supplies.
W. L. VAN AltSDELL, of Fleming
County, (Test. pp. 180-3), guard from
July, 1905, to January, 1907, states
that he saw Capt. Lynn, under Warden
Lillard, cut the blood from a prisoner.
JAMES E. KINNARD, white, (Test.
pp. 188-196), former prisoner, elf Louisville, who served,in the Frankfurt Penitentiary from November, 1904, to September, 1908, states that he worked in
the dining room and cooked for Warden
Chinn and Warden Hawkins; that under
Lillard the meat was very bad; that a
carload of bacon butts from Armour &
Co. had maggots in them; that lime was
thrown on butts and they were afterwards served to prisoners; that beans t
had rocks, gravel, and bugs in them; t
that prisoner John Hunter would
apples, vegetables, and meats to Ward
Lillard's residence. The witness also
testifies that the meal and flour were
very bad; that a prisoner cut off hial
fingers because of punishment for short
task, which necessitated in turn the amputation of his arm; that another prisoner cut off four fingers because of punishment fur short tasks, and yet another
two fingers; that he saw a prisoner
whipped until his bowels moved; that
he saw mice in the cooked cabbage and
cockroaches in the bread.
E. D. COOLEY, ex-guard, (Test. pp.
200-6), of Garrard County, states that
he served from 1901 to 1907; that he
did the whipping for five or six months
under Warden Lillard; that he was instructed by Deputy Wardens Madigan
and Nelson to whip hard; that at times
the blood would ooze out of prisoners
whom he whipped, the negroes being
whipped on the bare skin and the whites'
with their underclothing on; that quite
a number of prisoners were whipped
until their bowels moved; that guard
Westover told him he Westover, was
receiving about $10.(300 a month from
the Chair Company, and he understood
that Westover was receiving about
$10.00 a month. He also states that on
one occasien he went to whip a woman
:ismer; that, on seeing him coming,
she jumped out of the window of a cell
house, hurting herself; that he afterwards learned that she had recovered.
Pat McCea, white,(Test. pp.207-10),
former prisoner, of Louisville, states that
the food was eery bad, and that he saw
cockroaches in the bread and hash, and
rocks and bugs in the beans.
D. H. Hoeseooe, ex-guard, of Elliott.
County, Kentucky, (Test. pp. 228-30),
who was recently discharged states that
he did the whipping for Lout three
months under Lillard and others; that
he whipped men until they were bloody
and thair bowels moved and they siauLl
have to go to the bath house.
CHARLES W.BRuNER,ex-guard,(Tt:st.
pp. 231-5), of Frankfort, who served as
guard from April, 1902, to November„
1907, states that he has whipped lois(ours; and has seen others whip them;
that he has seen prisoners whipped until
their bowels moved during the whipping, and states that Fletcher (h-le w:.s
thus whipped by Dock Holtinol

•
•

Vote Against the Return of Such a Condition by Voting for
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Unlike the railroads, the telephone and telegraph companies
are operating under daylight saving time wherever daylight say•••••••••••••••••••••••2 ing is being observed.
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(Carried over from last week.
never been in his life. With such
Rev. Wiley Mathis filled
an income he could go to Viola
at
appointment
regular
Ruskin. He had never made love
Sunday.
Chelst
of
Church
to her; he hadn't even seen her
Wenthil Mathis and Miss Mar
for two years. But they had exMathis spent Saturday :
changed a good many letters, and , rite
Hall a
Earl
with
kunday
In his heart, John knew what her
family.
answer would be if he went to
Mrs. Felix Moore and daugh,
him.
marry
her and asked her to
also Mr. Cecil Dillingh•
Sone,
He knew, though no word of love
Ky., are guests
Nortonville,
of
had ever been exchanged between
this week.
Lawrance
Mrs. Wm.
trem. And still—
McDao
Jas.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
You're right it's a lot of
Ky., sp
Tilene,
of
son
and
money," Phil said. "And it wodld
Thursday and Friday visiting
just be a beginning. Milk from
and family.
contented cows—that's out motto. C. Jones
C. Webb, dau
Claudine
Mrs.
Law from laughing lawyers! Go
Carter, left I
T.
H.
ahead and think it over. But I ter of L.
in
home
her
for
week
know what you're going to decide.
_
tritnia_
li
'They've called you'a lot of names
Mr., and Mrs. B. T. How
In your time, but no one's ex er..
moved to Paducah Monday, wit
called you a fool, Jack."
to stay for some ti
"Well—I'll certainly think a- they eiepect
T. J. N'ickers
Mrs.
Mr. and
bout it. and let you know," said
in Dover, T
living
been
John. He wanted, all at once, to have
have mt.
time
some
for
nespee
chaange the subject. "How about
welcor
were
here, they
you? When have yoti got to make back
everyone.
br
home
back.
the great deciaicn?"
Miss Gladys Dees has retur
"Pretty darn soon!" said Phil.
hack hemp from a visit to W.
ruefully.
Alabama.
"Got the lucky girl picked out, er,
and Mrs. I. B. McFarl
Mr.
If you do marry?"
hay,. been -ill for the past we
Phil nodded.
Mrs. W. J. Scott and daugh
"Yes," he said. "I guess so. You
of—. Princton, Ky., la
Thelma
see—gosh, I want it to be some
part of last week visiting
one I like, and who isn't too darnand family.
Jones
ed crazy about me. You see—oh,
cream supper was gt
ice
An
marLord, I wasn't cut out to be a
by Etid Baker
night
ried man. I'll never settle down. Friday
was ereaenL
crowd
splendid
I—I guess I'll always be flutter,n a(•coun
early
leave
to
had
So
ing abotei the ladies, bless 'em.
rain.
I want to marry, if I've got to the
Miss Ado Howard who is
reasonbe
who'll
girl
some
marry
aaring to be a nurse, left
able."
Louiseille last week.
"You always were forehanded.
Mr. and l't1rs. Less Heath
Phil." said John with a laugh.
are moving back to.
family
her?"
"Who's the girl? Do I know
bertsVille and Mr. Mont T
"Yes. You used to see her, at
fiimily are moving to I'
and
Newton," said Phil. It's Viola
cah.
Ruskin."
Mr. W. A. Moore and
John stared at him, his face
or
Minnie Vickers are both
white.
wet-k.
this
list
sick
whispered.
"Viola Ruskin?" he
Mri M. L.. Scott who has
(To be continued)*
aick or the past few days
iew.
Daviess county farmers financ- very
Mr Rube Th ur,ton who
filling
and
construction
ed the
been !working in Akron_ ha
of a lime shed holding three car- turned to his home.
loads.
1.14 Rev. W. E. Thorns
beg
Nash •ille, Tennessee
c:
Methollit
meet jag at the
.4htutOay night. Mr. L. E.
on of Chattailooea, ; !I n_ is
iucting the siwli4v
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-"-(10AL BIDDERS WANT.
The lowest 1414141er w ills,
War1ed the contract for fu
ing he schools of Marshall
ith Number 1. 1.ump
ty
Dec shaft coal. "Schools "w
WITH PUILCHASE OP
sup lied from Little' cy
Ben . n, Calvert City and Gil
vine, Ky. Please send in
bids or come in person
board meeting that begins h
A. M. Saturday, August 9th,
The contract will be let
board meeting at the count
erintendent's office SATU
August 6th, 1927. Seale(
A. M. e
must be in by 9:00
$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 1 40 day.
Genuine Carmen BATH TOWEL
Roy 0. Chum
(retail value 55c).
Superintende

10 cmas
1)

CA STI LEI
for 83c

$1.55 Deal for 83c
HARDIN MERCANTILE CO.
Hardin, KY.
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Refreshingly Different is the
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PRISON GUARDS AND CONTRACTORS PAID
TRIBUTE WHEN BECKHAM WAS GOVERNOR

Last Tuesday morning, July 19
many of the people of Brewers
had been out of their beds an
hour before Old Sol peeped at
them over the Eastern horizon.
Why the hurry? After the morning chores had been finished,
friends and neighbors gathered to
have a days outing at River View,
a scene on the Tennessee River
one mile north of Reidland.
It has been
a
neighborhood
custom for many years to forget
the cares and duties of the farm
and home for a day, or sometimes
for a longer period, and enjoy a
fishing trip, picnic, camping trip,
or some type of wholesome recreation. Tnis idea seems to have
originated a good many years ago
among several of the sixteen-year
old boys of the community. Each
year these boys planned their
fun and each year new members
joined their party. Later it became necessary for these grown•up boys to take their wives and
More Guards than Necessary
It was pointed out in the examiner's
•zhildren along. One needs only to
report that more guards and assistant
iee the happy faces of the childeputy wardens than were neceasary
dren and hear the expressions of were emiloyed at the prisons.
their delight to prophecy that
D. H. Hototemara of Elliott County,
the annual neighborhood picnic (Test. pp. 228-30) testified that he was
will be continued for several employed six years as a guard at the
Frankfort Penitentiary, He testified
generations yet.
that guards who did not put up money,
The party arrived at their des- from $25 to $50,for political campaigns,
were dismissed. He was stopended at
tination about nine o'clock. While
one time, but was reinstated when his
the women explored the picnic
political sponsor was nominated for
grounds and enjoyed the river
the legislature.
scenes. At one o'clock the fish,
CHARLES W. BRUNER, of Frankfort,
coffee, lemonade, and other eats (Test. pp. 231-35) for five years a guard
at the penitentiary, testified • "I conwere —fatly to be served. Had
tributed every time they asked me to."
there been a prize offered for the
"Q. How much would you usually
individual who ate the most, the
contribute?"
judges could have easily decided
"A• From $25 to $50."
•
that Mr. Virgil Lyles was the
C. M. NORRIs, of Frankfort, guard at
the penitentiary, (Test. pp. 236-'241)
winner.
testified that he frequently made conAfter dinner several members
tributions to Democratic campaign funds
of the party enjoyed a swim in
usuidly contributing "about $25 at a
time.
the river. There was a sigh of
ris and Bruner both testified they
"
Nr
regret when
it was announced
were dismissed for supporting Mcthat it was time to go home. It
Creary against Beckham for the senawas a day well spent and many
torial nomination.
expressed a desire to go again.
L. L. Cox,of Franklin County,(Test.
pp. 244-48) notified that he was for
about five years a.guard at the FrankPALMA
fort Penitentiary: A part of his testimony is:
The Palma school opened Mon"We paid whatever they called for.
Sometimes as high as $50. Usually $25.
day, July 18th, with a large atI one time paid $50. I won't say how
tendance, 57 wete enrolled Monoften I paid that much."
day morning.
EDMOND A. BACON,of Franklin CounMr. and Mrs. Hardy Little and
ty, (Test. pp. 247-251) for about five
years a guard, testified that he regularly
family, Mr. and Mrs. George Solcontributed to the campaign fund.
omon and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Asked how much he contributed, he
Clarence Powell and family were
said, "I never kept any record. I always contributed when they called
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Solomon of Paducah.
r P. Tnomesom (pp. 253-581, of
"
Ls
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Brien and
llord County,for about three ears
nEle
Wnuod
o
'
daughter, Ida Mae -motored to
a guard, testified that he contributed
regularly, usually about $50.
Puryear, Tenn., Sunday.
CHARLES E. HOGE (pp. 259-275), of
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walker
Franklin County, president of the Hogeand family were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Walker,
These reprehensible conditions, disclosed by testimony given under oath, existedsduring the
Sunday.
administration of Mr. Beckham, who now charges the highway Commission is being used as a political
Miss Lucille Barns, and Mrs.
machine. He solemnly promises,if elected, to keep the highway department out of politics. This proirdse
Minnie English were the Sunday
is made by the Governor whose name still clings to the Beckham political machine built up for the furtherguests of Mr. and Mrs. Barnett
ance of his own ambitions. This machine functioned so ruthlessly that at conclusion of the Beckham
Fiser and family Sunday.
regime Democracy was rebuked and a Republican Governor chosen.
Mrs. Waite Clark and children
The same Percy Haly who fmanced the operations of the Beckham political machine with tribute
left for Detroit, Mich., Saturday.
collected from state employees to wage a fight for the senatorial nomination for Beckham is now seeking a
Miss Blanche Fields spent the
return to power through his re-election as (overnor. The machine that discharged state employees
week end with Miss Lillian Walkbecause they favored McCreary instead of Beckham in a senatorial primary will be reconstructed should
er.
Beckham again be Governor.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Solomon
and daughter, Alice Mae, were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Beard and family Sunday.
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BLACK DIAMOND EXPRES
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FRI AY,JULY 29, 1927.
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Comfortably removed from the confusion of the busy downtown—yet within • few minutes ride in our owe luxuriously
appointed motor cosch.
A distinctive, home hotel owerlooking die wooded ettseches
of beautiful Parrot Park—in the bean of fambiatothie Si- Louis
—olierins to discriminating visitors every asockwavo hotel
117 is•quart atmosphere of hospitable service. rive atiasdrad
large cartside ruotna—esdi with iw owe bosh.

Vontocintkd as a Comention Hotel
Lindell and Lielpshigbresey
C Shollssesa Inesseging Domain
Thampeosseitesdanc
T.
Gee.

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT,(Benton, Ky.)
AY,JULY 29, 1927.
BLACK DIAMOND

(Continued

GUARDS AND CONTRACTORS PAID
E WHEN BECKHAM WAS GOVERNOR
ed Cruel Whippings Under Warden Lillard—Stones and Bugs
Sworn Testimony on File at Frankfort Reveals Sordid Details
Montgomery Shoe Company, a con- ed with Warden Lillard, and that trusties
tract's for prison labor, ttifierl as te would carry supplies from the prison
Pus eonapenv, "We contributed at each commissary to Lillard's home; that when
genes-id election since it was organized he stopped whipping prisoners. the
and fur several years before we always Chair Company stepped paying him.
I am frank to say that I believe t/tis
coatributed."
ar. S. HAWKINS, of CarnAti county, a witness speaks loosely, but as the matters
guard for two years, was asked if he are as damaging to him as to anyone
always paid campaign contributions else, I believe there is somethine of
while connected with the prison. His truth in hts statements.
GEORGE WEST, former intoner, colanswer was:
Kentucky, (Tart.
"1 paid 1166. Men receiving $100 ored, of Louisville,
pp. 165-171), who was released in June,
pay $M."
1908, states that under Warden Lillard
G. W. Moues, of Nelson County, for the beans were full of bugs and rocks,
in
various
capaca
three years employed
that he SSW rats in the milk and mice in
ace, testified he paid $.50 to the politi- the hash, and also saw cockroaches in
roy- cal machine.
.sons under C
hash, bread and soup, that Sing Cooeer,
everner Were au
ERNEST Beat (pp. 242-3), of Frank- a prisoner, was whipped by guard Atkins
meted' of Kuards fort, for two years a guard. testified:
until his hips were bloody, that Will
Ott to the effect
"The best of my recollection the fine Smith, another prisoner, was whipped
worms and rucks
mice were found year I was there I was assessed $30, and by Mike Crawley and was bloodied and
.es in the bread. the aucond year $50. One assessment died shortly afterwards. (Sem reference
was for the Democratic congressional to Crawley's statement hereinbefore.)
ed on the -alma primary
in the Fourth District, I think
CORA LEE PORTER, colored, former
ur.4 then- leitds e. was, and ITIcst of the other assess,
prisoner, of Lexington, Kentucky,(Test.
kIns: out,
ieents was also for primaries and part pp, 138-151), states that a prisoner,
twu
:f it for general elections. I do not Sarah Blanton, was whipped, receiving
asar.ers
y
ia-call the details."
twenty-four lashes, and that Dr. Tobin,
:!•—•
kAGG IIA RION, of Henry County, prisoner physician, told the Matron
Teat. pp. 310-14) testified he con- that the prisoner would never recover
e!t•.1'It'd
iebuted each year about $50.
(rem the whipping, and shortly after the
Cot.. H. T. Eceoe, of Frankfort, part prisoner died. She also states that the
cf the timei assistant deputy warden, was whipped by guard Madigan while
.
o . r• ..:1 ef testined he ways paid the assessments, Lilinrd was warden. ,
-•
area.- H .1 a ving us much as $50 a y-ear.
WILLIAM HENRY MONTGOMERY, colJOHN SCHNORRUS,of Covington,(Test. ored, former prisoner, of Louisville,
(Test. pp. 172-9), who was pardoned in
, 322-24) testified he cantributed.
C. T. IRELAND, of Frankfort, a guard 1908, stater that he did the painting in
• ao a "a la • fer two years, declared he collected from the prison while he was prisoner, and was
$2,700 an $2,a00 at one time. The never punished; states that he saw pris"
guards paid $50 each, the deputy and oners whipped until they we:e blistered;
.,s.sistant da ,iity wardens $66 each, and that a woman jumped out a window to
keep from being whipped, but does not
••oleed the %keratin $110.
know her name; that he saw rats, mice
recra
ii
CHARLES A V ERDICE, employed RS
• int- euard six years, said he "was. assessed and cockroaches in the hash and cabbage, and reeks in the beans; that this
'
i
k'very year for campaign purposes." He
was a frequent recurrence under Warden
aed he paid $50, as the other guards Lillard; that Warden Lillard would get
e SILL tt:
:21
aid at that time.
supplies for his home from the prison
T. M. PHYTHIAN, for about sixteen warehouse; but does not know whether
1,
r
a a.; %ea.*
years at the penitentiary, said he gave [Allard paid for these supplies.
Sala
W. L VAN A RSDELL, of Fleming
Testimony that waq given revealed County, (Test. pp. 180-3), guard trom
that the money was not collected only In July, 1905. to January, 1907, states
the Interest of the Democratic party, but that he saw Capt. Lynn, under 'Warden
that when needed it was collected for Lillard, cut the blood from a prisoner.
use of the Beckham machine in primary
JAMES E. KINNARD, white, (Test.
races and that such collections were pp. 188-196), former prisoner, of Louisin the Beckham-McCreary pri- ville, wio served,in the Frankfort Perumade
of how at- mary and that guards were dismissed
story
mr.
Beckham.
from November, 1904, to Sep_
because they supported McCreary.
'908, states that he worked in
say he was the
The report of the state examiner sum- the dinjg room and cooked for Warden
Kentucky Ever
marizes the testimony of some o the Chintfend Warden Hawkins: that under
witnesses ehorre verbatim testimony apthat a ,
said that the pears in the form of depositions in the Lilian.' the meat was very bad;
&
an actual deficit reeord now on file in Frankfort. The carload of bacon butts from Armour
Co. had maggots in them; that lime was j
tem t7.t. c,r” •
summary centained in the official re- thrown on butts and they were aftertat: .. aver
f 7 port fellows:
bieand
to a,
wards served to prisoners; that beans[
H. 3. BAKER, (Test. pp. 110-122) of had rocks, gravel, and bugs in themt!
butwm:.
Lexington, Kentucky, who was a guard that prisoner John Hunter would take
far six years at the Frartkfort Peruten- ipples, vegetables, and meats to Warden,
e..rv, and who served until lika, states Lillard's residence. The witness also
Necessary
.•at he saw cockroaches in the soup, ratifies that the meal and flour were
in the rear:I:era '
off his
s and assasaii.• al was informed that rats and mice very bad; that a prisoner cut short
were ro taaa., teae fund in the food during Warden fingers because of punishment for
task, which necessitated in turn the amlallard's incumbency.
jrie ns.
prisS. L HARNEY, of Lexington, Keit- putatii at of his arm; that another
of Faiett C A:nea t
mer cut off four fingers because of punard,
ex-gu
pp.
(Test.
123-131),
tuck)',
w:a
he
that
. eel
shment fur short tasks, and yet another
a guard at the i who left the prison service in April, 1906, two fingers; that he saw a prisoner
-. He testieca ! states that he saw bugs and worms in whipped until his bowels moved; that
t put ue rta nee. I the beans, and cockroaches in the bread, he saw mice in the cooked cabbage and
btical cameaigna 'during Col. Lillard', wardenship.
cockroaches in the bread.
was suspended.at
MICHAEL E. CRAWLEY, of Lexington,
E. D. COOLEY, ex-guard, (Test. pp.
ex-guard,
aistated when 111, ; Kentucky, (Test. pp. 132-7),
states that
nominated fur who served from 1901 to 1904, under 200-6), of Garrard County,
Warden Lillard, states that be did the he served from 1901 to 1907; that he
did the whipping for five or six months
, of Fraalcfart, whipping ex ten or eleven months; that under Warden Lillard; that he was infive years a guard prisoners were whipped on the naked structed by Deputy Wardens Madigan
testified- "I eon- flesh in a severe manner; that sheets and Nelson to whip hard: that at times
ey asked me to.' were put around their heed, to prevent the blood would ooze out of prisoners
from making outcries; remembers
d you usually them
being
whipping a negro convict twice and that whom he whipped, the negrees
the negro died in the hospital three or whipped on the bare skin and the whites;
four days after being whipped the last with their underclothing on; that quite!
4
rankfart, guard at time, but says he does not know the a number of prisoners were whipped
until their bowels moved; that guard
est. ee. 236-241'1 cause of death.
Westover told him he, Westover, was
uently made *aunGEORGE D. Woorlauve, ex-guard, of
tie campaign fends Lexington, Kentucky, (Test. pp. 159- receiving about $10.00 a month from
"about /2.5 at a 164), who served under Warden Ulan", the Chair Company, and he understood
that 1A'estover was receiving about
emus that the food was very pour; that $10.00 a month. He also states that on
both t..scified they he saw mice and cocknatches in the food one ore/men he went to whip a wanan
supporting Me- that he whipped prisoners, whipping orisener; that, en seeing hum coming,
m fur the seam- twenty on one morning; but averaged she
Jumped out of the window of a cell
about five whippings per day, except house, hurting herself; that he afteruntil
men
whipped
he
(Test•
that
Sunday;
• Cuunty,
wards learned that she had recovered.
that he was fur blood would trickle to the heels of prisPA? lafcCea, white,(Test- pp. 207-10), .
or
Deputy
Lillard
Warden
that
aid at the Frank- oners;
former prisoner, of Louisville, states that
these
at.
was
present
Punch
part of has tea- Warden
the feud was %via, bad, and that he saw
whippings, and caused him to whip eith cockroaches in the bread and hash, and
frequently
he
such severity; that
they called I.
rocks and bugs in the beans.
whipped prisoners until their bowels
$30. usually t.t.5
D. H. HOLBROoK, ex-guard, of Elliott.
has
I won't say how moved while being whipped; that•be
pp, 22.8.301,
i:urlexi strap and put sand en it to make County, Kentucky, (Test.
it hurt the prisoners; that negro prisoners who was recently discharged, states that
.cf Famklin Coun- iwould be whipped until they would be he did the whipping for about three
t) far about five bloody and raw; that he was called t months under Lillard and others; that
that ho regularly whip a woman one time, and when,she he whipped men until they were bloody
campaign fund. saw him coming, she Jumped cat of a and thair bowels moved and they weal
contributed, he window and broke her leg. He states have to go to the bath house.
any record. I al. that he received $10 a monthasalary
CHARLES W.BRUNER,ex-guard,(Test.
when they called from the Frankfort Chair Co.for report- pp. 231-5), of Frankfort, who served as
ing names of prisoners who were *tipped guard from April, 1902, to November,
ei (pp. 253-58), of nd the number ef lashes they reetieed; 1907, states that he has whipped Friar al> ut three fears a- at men were usually whipped fur short oners; and has seen °there whip them;
at he ccuitributtel tesks; that guard Alexander dreva S8.00 that he has seen prisoners whipped until
ut $W.
month from the Chair Company; that their bowels moved during the whip(PP. 259-2751, of 'ciard Westover also received money ping, and states that Fletcher Ogle tr.s
'dent of the Huge- 'a um the Chair Company; that he beard- thus whipped by Dock Holbrook.

. Beckham was
the guards
tiary at Franktribute to the
captained by
same thing was
nts and other
State .Asylums.
Cl regular tribat the prisons
vs to $50,
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emnly promises,if elected, to keep the highway department out of politics.
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Common Tobacco and Root-Rot Resistant
Tobacco Shown Growing Side by Side in Ky.
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an income he could go to Viola
ment at the
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regular
love
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Sunday. Mr.
Choist
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MargeKENTUCKY
Miss
and
Mathis
KENTUCKY
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for two years. But they had exand
y
Saturda
spent
Mathis
rite
and
letters,
changed a good many
P112,
Earl Hall and
Calvert Bank, Inc.
Paducah Finance Corporation
in his heart, John knew what her Nunday with
Vs.
family.
answer would be if he went to
J. Rex Liles, et at, heirs of J. C.
Mrs. Felix Moore and daughter,
Vs.
her and asked her to marry him.
am
Den.
Dillingh
Cecil
Mr.
also
Def't. Liles, deceased
Charles East
He knew, though no word Of love Sena,
of
guests
EQUITY
are
IN
Ky.,
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Nortonvi
of
EQUITY
IN
bad ever been exchanged between
By virtue of a Judgment and
Mrs. Wm. Lawrance this week.
By virtue of a Judgment and
trem. And still—
l
McDanie
Jas.
Mrs.
Mr. and
Order of Sale of the Marshall Order of Sale of the Marshall
"You're right It's a lot of
spent
Ky.,
Tilene,
of
son
and
Circuit Court, rendered at the Circuit Cotirt, rendered at the
money," Phil said. "And it would
visiting S.
Friday
and
y
Thursda
from
Milk
term thereof, 1927. in the June term thereof, 1927, in the
g.
June
just be a beginnin
and family.
Jones
C.
motto.
out
cause for the sum of Four
at's
above
cows—th
d
contente
above cause for the sum of Three
Mrs. Claudine C. Webb. daughHundred Fifty Eight and 59-100
Law from laughing lawyers! Go
last
left
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Carter,
($458.59) Dollars with interest at
ahead and think It over. But I ter of DO: II. T.
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y was rebuked and a Republican Governor chosen.

it the Return of Such a Condition by Voting for
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FRIDAY,JULY 29, 1927.

•

Comfortably removed from the confusion of the busy downtown-yet within a few minutes ride in our own luxuriously
appointed motor coach.
A distinctive, home hotel overlooking the wooded stretches
of beautiful Forest Park-in the bean of fashionable St_ Louis
-cdfering to discriminating visitors every exclusive hotel faciliry in a quiet atmosphere of hospitable service. Five hundred
large outside rooms-each with Its own bath.

Unexcelled as a Conventim Hotel

STATE OF KENTUCKY

COUNTY OF MARSHALL
as.

County,
I, Clint R, Smith, Clerk of the County Court of Marshall
COUNTY OF MARSHALL
correct
and
true
a
is
g
the above and foregoin
J. E. Cross, Assistant Cashier of the Bank of Marshall ICY-, do certify that
Satelection,
Primary
the
in
be
used
to
ballot
County, Benton, Kentucky under oath states that the above is a true copy of the official
Kentucky,
County
Marshali
in
1927,
6t*,
said
of
urday, August
and correct list of bank balances remaining to the credit
above named parties for a period of five years and more.
Given under my hand this the 14th day of July, 1927.
J. E. CROSS, Asst.-Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by J. E. Cross this July
15th 1927.

nod
Geo. T. Thompsno-fasdaric C. Skillman,iimagisi Demon
My Commission

B. L. TREVATHAN,
Notary Public, Marshall County, Kentucky.
Expires, August 10th, 1929,

Clerk, Marshal! County Court.
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THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)

FRIDAY, JULY 29, 1927.
_No

Farmers!Feeders!
Purina Chows
WE ARE NOW BUYING THE FAMOUS

IN CAR-LOT SHIPMENTS AND WE CAN SUPPLY
YOUR NEEDS OF HIGH QUALITY FEEDS AT A LOW
PRICE.

TAKE THEM OFF THE CAR!
(AT TEAM TRACK)

Call our store for the unloading date
AND GET THESE CASH PRICES
24% COW CHOW . $230 HEN CHOW (cratch) $2.95
PIG CHOW

$3.05

CHICKEN CHOWDER $3.30

BULKY LAS (for cows)

$2.00

OMOLENE (for Horses & Mule*)

$2.60

THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT

Beckham As A
Vote Getter
Official vote as certified:
1920 — Beckham
449,244
1923 — Fields
356,045
1924 — Stanley
381,605

The above figures show that former Governor
Beckhom enjoys the confidence of a grateful people of a
great State.

Vote for Him August 6th.
THIS SPACE IS NOT PAID FOR BY THE KENTUCKY JOCKEY CLUB, BUT BY MARSHALL COUNTY
AMOCRATS.
•

THE WOOLEN MILLS

from Australia and other foreign Thomas, Ky., Fort Hayes, Ohio,
countries, in addition to a large Fort Howard, Maryland, Fort Eudomestic supply.
stis, Va. ,Texas, Fort Washington
Taking the raw wool as it D. C., DEML(Detachment West
comes from the sheep's back and Point, N. Y.) Field Artillery, EnDetachment.
converting it into cloth, then into gineers, Service
pants and selling direct to the Field Artillery, Fort Hoyle Md.
retail merchant, eliminates the Fort Riley, Kansas., Texas, Dist.
middleman's profit, tlfus giving of Washington D. C. Fort Myer,
the consumer the best of values. Va. Coast Artillery, Fort Eustis,
One of the outstanding features Va.
of this company is its welfare
Medical Department, Texas,
work among its employes, many Medical Dept. school Carlisle Barof which form the third genera- racks, Pa. and Army Medical Cention in its employ. All of the ter, Washington D. C.
employes are natives of West
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.,
Kentucky, and the company can 84th Ordnance co. open for 5th
well boast of the fact that there oorps Area, Hdqrs Columbus Ohio
is very little turnover in help. Ordnance school open for candiThe company has never had labor dates. 11th Infantry? Fort Harritroubles of any sort in its 66 son Ind., Indiana also 3rd Field
rears of existence, which attests Artillery, at same place, one of
the loyalty and pride of each and most modern posts in the army,
every individual in this magnifi- seven trade schools choices, Forcent institution.
restry, Radio, Motion Picture opToo much credit cannot be erators, Cook and Bakers, Saddlegiven to the present officials, M. ry and Harness making, Motor
J. Wright, general manager, who Mechanics and several other good
has been connected with the con- trades, the 5th corps area, prep.
cern for thirty-fie years, along school is also located here, men
with his brother, H. J. Wright, are coached in this school for aspresident, and 0. T. George, signment in West Point as Cadets.
Treasurer, who has given their
best efforts in building an instiChicago has an average of 3,tution that reflects credit to the 800,000 telephone calls a day.
great Commonwealth of Kentucky.

proof plant covers two city
RESOLUTIONS
blocks, is two stories high and
•r
• During the rent midsummer •ontains 5,152,706 square
fee.
meeting of the ! Kentucky Press
Whereas God in his infinite
The
plant
steam
is
-heated
through
wisdom and mercy
Association, held in Mayfield, AI.
as called
1. Wright. president of th,e May- lut and electric-lighted from its home our beloved brother, Frank
kid Woolen Mills, announced own power plant; it is well ven- B. Heath, who was born August
;hat he would give each news- tilated and sanitary. Its machin- 25, 1892; died July 23, 1927.
paper belonging to the Associa- ery is of the latest and most effiWas made a Mason in T. L.
;ion a half page advertisement cient design, which enables them Jefferson Lodge, F. & A. M. befor this great pants manufactur- to turn out the best made product ing initiated Nov. 13, 1920, passing institution.
in the least possible time. This ed Jan. 8, 1921 and raised Feb.
The half page make its ap- plant represents an investment of 12, 1921.
Resolved that in the death of
pearance in The Tribune and will considerably more than two milBro. Heath, T. L. Jefferson Lodge
be furnished the sixty-five or sev- lion dollars.
"Sheep Brand Pants," the pro- has lost one of its devoted mementy newspapers scattered over
the State, from the pig Sandy to duct of the concern, are sold in bers. The community an upright
every State in the Union. The citizen and neighbors, his family
Hic.kman.
Kentucky can well feel proud firm travels thirty-eight salesmen a kind and affectionate husband
of the Mayfield Woolen Mills, the and their yearly sales are in ex- and father.
Resolved that we extend our
largest plant of its kind in Amer- cess of $3,000,000. The company
ica devoted to the exclusive man- employs over 1000 people, with sympathy to the bereaved ones
ufacture of pants. The company an annual payroll of over $1,00,- and command them to him who
was established in Mayfield in 000. The plant, which runs the doeth all things well.
Committee — W. S. Stone, A.
year round, turns out over 21,000
1860, and its first modest home pairs of
pants each week, or over L. Love, J. M. Dunn.
consisted of a small building of one million
pairs a year from
only 8,488 square feet of floor wer
OBITUARY
450,000 pounds of wool, a
space. Today its spacious fire- great portion
of which comes
On Thursday, July 21, 1927, the
death angel visited the home of
all
el.
.1 gr mo
mi
Mr. and Mrs. Iaham Davis, of
... .. ... h. ... ,m,
ORs
.
110 S. 2nd at. Paducah, Ky., and
DON'T FORGET!
claimed their beloved son, EuII
gene.
I
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR LAST FRIDAY :
AN
II.
I
He had suffered for weeks with
SATURDAY SPECIALS!
li
T. B. minenjitis. All was done
that earthly hands could do, but
God knew best. He leaves to
To make your purchases have greater savings, we
mourn his sad departure a heart
S
add these items to our list:broken father and mother, three
tE
sisters and one brother, besides
21 lb bag White Lilly Flour for
95c
a host of other relatives and
1 gallon Can Cow Ease for
$1.25
t
friends.
(This has proven to keep horse flies off longer than any other
We would say to the bereaved
kind)
ones,
weep not as they who have
g
Ladies & Misses Dain'v 11I'd-Summer Frocks made of Tub
no hope but rejoice to know you
Silk and Pretty I'•gyor. es rted sizes and patterns prices
can meet him in Heaven.
range from
$2.98 to $3.69
A dear one from us is gone,
SI We have a beautiful line
A voice we loved is still,
of ladies and Misses Felt Hats just
A place is vacant in our home,
the hat for Mid-summer and early fall each
$3.25
That never can be filled.
We have received our fall line of Foot Wear and it
A FRIEND.
is the most up-to-date in Style and Quality we have ever
shown.
Sergt. George M. Dearing, Army
Recruiting
Officer of Paducah
The Prices we are making will save you money.
stated today that he had received
WE WILL SELL TWO ICE CREAM CONES OF CREAM
a new quota for this district, all
good vacanCies with trade schools
FOR 5C SATURDAY!
of the applicants choice located in
each post, men enlisting now, will
have the benefit of a full school
term in the trade school he choosDEPARTMENT STORE
es. The vacancies that are open
KENTUCKY
CALVERT CITY,
at this time are as follows: Infantry, Fort Harrison, Ind., Fort
NO

In

NM

MO.

UM

IM.•••

10

CLASSIFIED ADS

That Clarence 0. Brown, prominent Paducah tobacconist,, who
died at the Illinois Central hos- $75
WEEKLY. MAN OR WOMAN
pital early Friday morning as the
WANTED to distribute Rawresult of a pistol wound in the
leigh's Household Products to
left breast, took his own life in
your neighbors and friends. Fine
a fit of despondency, and was not
openings
near Benton. We help
the victim of the accidental disvou
so
you
can make up to $100
charge of the weapon, as at first
.week
or
more.
No experience
reported by members of the family, McCracken County Corner R. necessary. Pleasant profitable,
L. Ne:son disclosed yesterday ,lignified work. Write today. W.
mornirig, as the result of an in- T. Rawleigh Co., Dept. KY153,
A5p
vestir4ation of the case made Fri- Freeport, Ill.
day and yesterday.
WANTED TO BUY veals, hogs,
Coroner Nelson made public a beef cattle, milch cows, anythitig
ktter left by Mr. Brown to his in the live stock line. Phone
wife, Mrs. Elizabeth ()Wen Brown, Sharpe Exchange or
write Jamie
which established conclusively Vaughn, Benton R.
6.
tf'
that he deliberately took his life.
For daily market prices on all
Information was at first giVen
out to the newspapers that Mr. kinds of cattle, hogs, sheep and
Brown was wounded while pre- veal. Call Fred Titsworth, Sharpe
paring for a fishing trip when a exchange or address Little Cypistol he planned to take with press, Ky., R. 1.
tfc
him fell from a bed on which he
WANTED—Man with car to
was sitting to the floor, discharging and wounding him. Mr. Brown Ael complete line quality Auto
and Tubes. Exclusive Ternwas found in a dying condition Ti
early Friday afternoon by Mrs. toi. Experience not .necessary.
Brown when she returned to their
home after a visit to neighbors
Mr. Brown was rushed to the Illinois Central hospital where he
died less than twelve hours later.

•

Dru

SAVE with
SAFETY that
atyour

Pure

DRUG STORE
It's a satisfaction to know that Drugs
purchased here are the best possible quality. When you buy here you are sure of
quality and purity.

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
D.,..sav•

Salary $300.00 per month MI-LE-'own boss, steady salea increase
STONE RUBBER
COMPANY, profits year round. Hundreds
East Liverpool, Ohio.
J29p making more $$$$$ than ever be- fWANTED FOR MARSHALL fore. Write TODAY for our new
COUNTY — An ambitious per. plan. THE H. C. WHITMER
son to make $1,500 to $4,000 COMPANY, Dept. H181G, Columyearly supplying the demand for bus, Indiana.
A5pd.
Whitmer's Factory-to-You Products. Experience unnecessary.
The party that took meat saw
Sales training FREE. We supply and cleaver from Draffen'e Garcomplete line of home necessi- age please return to Tribuneties. Earn while you learn, drive Democrat.
own car, have own business, be
E. C. Copeland.
•

Let Turnbow!
—Repair that vyatch right at Strow's
Drug Store. Also clock and jewelry
repairing. Phonographs and musical instruments repaired. Prices reasonable.

E. M. TURNBOW
IN IT H •

STROW DRUG CO.

Fortified for Strength
WITH AMPLE RESOURCES AND THE DESIRE
TO AID THE COUNTY AND ITS CITIZENS GO
FORWARD.

AS OF JULY 23RD, 1927.

Resources • $402,703.11
Deposits...360,857.19
Both Growing Rapidly
and Soundly

$

DRAFFEN BROTHERS

(3(1

Ask Any Customer About The
Treatment Ho Receives
At This Bank

Bank of Marshall
County
"Closest to the Heart of Marshall County's Progress"
Joe L. Price, Pres,,
B. L. Trevathan, Cashier
Tullus Black, Vice-Pres.
•
J E. Cross, Asst. Cashier
•

•

